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The purpose of this thesis is to showcase how to build a continuous learning system for document 
classification. A project done at CGI NEAAS, which this thesis revolves around, aimed to create 
an automated classification cloud endpoint for predicting service ticket categories. The data used 
for predicting mostly consisted of human-typed text.  

The theory and key concept behind Natural Language Processing, machine learning classifi-
cation, cloud computing, and lifecycle management are first explained. Existing solution frame-
works on cloud platforms are examined. A detailed solution architecture on the Azure cloud plat-
form is proposed. The implementation process of the devised system based on pipeline automa-
tion is described in detail. Python is used as the programming language for the implementation. 

The resulting system uses a combination of CI/CD pipelines called Azure Pipelines and a 
machine learning-specific pipeline called ML pipeline. The solution puts MLOps principles and 
practices into action, focusing on adding continuous training or CT functionality to set of pipelines, 
alongside CI and CD. This allows for new machine learning models to be automatically trained 
and deployed when ticket data changes and the model performance degrades.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Smart Ticketing is a productized service offering that utilizes machine learning in con-

junction with cloud computing services and lifecycle management to create a continu-

ously updated endpoint for service and support ticket classification. It is the end result of 

a project worked at CGI NEAAS. Many businesses today are using IT Service Manage-

ment (ITSM) tools and software as a core part of their service desk operations. Several 

ITSM solutions are available globally from companies such as ServiceNow, Atlassian, 

and Salesforce. These solutions allow for varied integrations with third-party applications 

which is where an external service like Smart Ticketing can be used to automate a ticket 

categorization task. The nature of the tickets changes over time, so enabling automated 

machine learning retraining for the service is key.  

1.1 Scope 

The general idea of Smart Ticketing is to be able to utilize a reusable and updatable 

pipeline quickly deploy a prediction endpoint after an initial data set is made available by 

a customer. This endpoint is reachable from a client-side script that sends a request with 

required ticket data and responds with a prediction for the category or categories of the 

ticket. The ticket data is mostly comprised of free-form text with a small number of addi-

tional categorical or numerical features, which can be of several different languages. The 

ticket data set grows larger and more varied over time and changes can be made to the 

tickets’ structure along the way. This means that the system needs to be updated peri-

odically so that the predictions maintain accuracy and topicality over time. The solution 

is mainly based on machine learning and cloud computing techniques and technologies. 

In addition, software development and data lifecycle management principles are exer-

cised. The software components of the projects are programmed in Python. Python is 

chosen as the programming language for this project as alongside with R, Python is the 

most popular language among data scientists [1]. Unlike R, however, it is also widely 

supported by cloud platforms.  

The machine learning solution is based on a few discrete steps. First, the given data 

must be fetched and preprocessed to clean, transform and augment it into a more effi-

cient and better-suited form for the selected machine learning processes and algorithms 
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[2]. Next, a machine learning model is trained with the initial set of data so it may effec-

tively learn what kind of data samples correspond with which categories or labels. The 

model must then be validated in order to assess its performance. Lastly, the model must 

be deployed and monitored. These steps can be combined in a sequence to form a ma-

chine learning pipeline that may be automated, reused and exported to be run remotely. 

This pipeline is particularly useful for retraining purposes. In this thesis, the focus in terms 

of machine learning will be on this pipeline – What components it requires and how it 

works. A well-formulated pipeline is required to facilitate the retraining process of the 

machine learning model. 

Cloud computing technology has made it possible to manage machine learning re-

sources and processes in a timelier, highly available, more easily maintained, automated 

and low-cost manner as opposed to on-premises solutions. Machine learning often re-

quires vast amounts of data and processing power which are enabled by the cloud. [3] 

Many cloud computing capabilities and services lend themselves well to core machine 

learning functions. Model training, which is arguably the most time-consuming aspect of 

machine learning, can be managed on provisioned virtual machines which can be dis-

carded after training is completed. The trained model can be deployed onto a cloud-

hosted computing cluster for quick and highly available consumption. The model can 

also be monitored, and the monitoring data stored in the cloud. Several cloud services 

providers exist, and this thesis will be a look at the current major cloud platforms – Mi-

crosoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or AWS and Google Cloud Platform or GCP – and 

their service offerings in the context of Smart Ticketing and how they can be utilized in 

practice.  

The final topic examined in the thesis is lifecycle management. This topic covers aspects 

of data lifecycle management and software development lifecycle management in a ma-

chine learning service context. The development process of a machine learning service 

like Smart Ticketing to the same principles as any other application development process 

for the most part. However, there are some notable differences and additions. Particu-

larly, machine learning models must be kept up-to-date so that they reflect the relevant 

data at any given time. This involves things such as detecting when a model is perform-

ing badly, retrieving new data, retraining and validating a new model. [4] In this thesis, it 

is discussed how these issues affect machine learning-based solution development and 

how they factored in the development of this project.  
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1.2 Motivations and Contributions 

The main contribution of the entire project is the Smart Ticketing product itself. It can be 

used to create an automated classification web service that can be integrated with most 

types of service and support ticketing systems. A proof-of-concept service can be cre-

ated quickly and efficiently after a sample dataset is provided by a customer. The same 

kind of architecture and core concepts can be utilized in many use cases, which acted 

as a key motivation. 

The current version of the solution only supports Azure. The development will continue 

to extend support for AWS as well, which is reflected in the separation of the core ma-

chine learning components from Azure-specific libraries. A few different kinds of smart 

ticketing solutions had already been developed by the CGI NEAAS team, but they 

weren’t generalized nor expandable. The solutions provided in this new Smart Ticketing 

service solutions could be used for nearly any type of ticket classification task as well as 

plain text classification tasks in general, as the incoming tickets are mostly text-based.  

The motivation for this thesis is to explain what was done in the project, how the resulting 

product works and to identify the most essential lessons learned in the process. The 

thesis is intended to showcase how a machine learning-based text classification solution 

can be developed for and served in the cloud. Both machine learning and cloud compu-

ting are relatively new technologies and this thesis discusses some of their current emer-

gent capabilities when used in tandem. As a new field of technology, some of the docu-

mentation on the various functionalities is limited and evolving. Thus, another contribu-

tion of this thesis is to provide some clarification on potential pitfalls and ambiguities 

encountered during the project. 

1.3 Problem definition 

The practical problem that this project and thesis are trying to solve is how to create an 

automatically updated document classifier endpoint. This problem and its solution are 

multipart. Tickets are largely text-based documents, so the document classification can 

be managed by a machine learning solution producing a text classifier model. Text clas-

sification is a commonly tackled issue in machine learning and several different solution 

types exist [5][6]. The model can be trained and served in the cloud, providing the end-

point. The major cloud platforms provide comprehensive toolsets for handling machine 

learning operations in the cloud, making this a fairly standard practice [7][8][9]. New doc-

uments are generated continuously, and the number of classes and their distribution can 
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change over time, which means that a machine learning model trained once will inevita-

bly lose its effectiveness. This type of scenario where the relationship between the pre-

dicted target variable and input data change is called concept drift or data drift which in 

turn causes model drift [10]. To combat the effect of concept drift, the model must be 

regularly updated. Automated updating requires an infrastructure that allows for training 

the model with new data and re-deploying it. This type of machine learning where the 

model is being regularly updated is called continuous learning [11]. The problem state-

ment can then be presented in a more exact manner as how to create a continuous 

learning system for document classification.  

The need to update a machine learning model is not restricted to text classification but 

concerns any type of scenario, where concept drift occurs. Recommendation engines 

and weather forecast systems, for example, must constantly factor the new data into the 

prediction model. A manual update requires a machine learning engineer, a data scien-

tist or another expert to repeat the process of handling the data, training the model, test-

ing and deploying the model each time. A manual procedure is more prone to human 

error and can be too time-consuming and expensive. This thesis proposes a system for 

automating this process. 

1.4 Thesis structure 

The structure of this thesis is based on three different abstractions levels. These levels 

are divided into their own sections. In each section, Machine Learning, Cloud Computing, 

and Lifecycle Management are examined in their respective subsections.  

Section 2, Background defines the problem that this work aims to solve and establishes 

the basics of the theory, technologies, and techniques most essential to the topics at 

hand. The context of the project along with requirements and constraints are clarified. 

The section is separated into individual subsections that describe the different logical 

and technical sub-parts required for the overarching solution. These sub-parts and their 

purposes are defined and an overview of industry-standard options to manage them are 

presented. To accomplish this, a literature survey is conducted in the related research 

fields of machine learning, cloud computing, and data and application lifecycle manage-

ment.  

Section 3, Architecture describes the solution architecture of the project. A selection of 

existing solutions available on the major cloud platforms is presented. One of the existing 

solution frameworks is selected as the basis for Smart Ticketing. It is described how the 

different components outlined in section 2 – Background are selected and realized to 
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create the overarching solution infrastructure. Justification for the selection of compo-

nents is given, explaining why specific techniques and technologies are selected, reflect-

ing on the previous sections’ remarks. How these components are connected and inter-

act with each other to form the workflows within the architecture is elaborated on. The 

architecture used in the project is presented along with tools and services utilized within 

it.  

Section 4, Solution Implementation explores the implementation of the architecture and 

its workflow presented in the previous section. In this section, the implementation pro-

cess itself and the technologies used are discussed and explained in greater technical 

detail. Like the rest of the thesis, this section attempts to follow a logical order of concepts 

to make it easier for a reader to understand how a system such as the one laid out for 

this project can be implemented.   

Sections 5, Discussion examines the resulting solution and assesses its performance 

and utility. The most pivotal issues and discoveries and their implications are discussed. 

Recommendations based on this project and its findings are proposed for the develop-

ment of similar projects.  

Lastly, section 6, Conclusion reiterates the process briefly and evaluates the outcomes 

of the work.      
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2. BACKGROUND 

This section explores the background of machine learning, cloud computing, and lifecy-

cle management in the context of the Smart Ticketing project in their respective subsec-

tions. It gives context to the project itself by presenting the initial circumstances and the 

goals, restrictions, and requirements it brought about. The main technologies and meth-

odologies involved in the project are presented and their theories briefly visited. This 

section is meant to give the reader a general understanding of the core technical com-

ponents specific to this project and what they are meant to achieve. 

2.1 Machine Learning 

The machine learning portion of this project and thesis focuses mainly on text classifica-

tion. Classification is a form of supervised machine learning where a model is built to 

distinguish sample classes based on samples’ predictor features in a training dataset. 

This means that a machine learning model is trained on samples for which the predictor 

features and the class labels are known, and the model is then used to predict the labels 

for samples with only the features known. Supervised learning is one of three primary 

types of machine learning types along with unsupervised learning and reinforcement 

learning. This thesis, however, only focuses on supervised learning. [12] This is because 

in order for the Smart Ticketing service to be able to predict specific ticket categories, 

class labels must be available for model training and thus the learning is supervised.  

The customer was launching their new ticketing system at the same time as the Smart 

Ticketing project was in development. The pilot dataset for the project was not available 

at the start of the project and the number and type of attributes to be predicted by the 

model were defined very late in development. The number of labels to predict was quite 

high, especially in respect to the number of samples in the data. This meant that the 

model needed to be quite general and perform well with very limited training data. A 

generalizable approach was also supported by the fact that the resulting product was to 

be used for several customer cases in the future. 

2.1.1 Algorithms 

A dataset can have two or more classes. If a dataset has two classes, the classification 

problem is referred to as binary and a case of three or more classes is called multiclass 

or multinomial. This is not to be confused with the term multilabel which means that the 
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number of targets to predict is greater than one. Essentially all supervised classification 

methods can be used for binary problems but not for multiclass. [13] Service and support 

ticketing systems can have multiple different attributes with multiple options within them 

for each ticket, so strictly binary solutions are not sufficient for this project.  

Several multiclass classification algorithms exist and are available as Python libraries. 

Algorithms like Naïve Bayes, Support-Vector Machines (SVM), Random Forests, Gradi-

ent Boosting Machines (GBM) and Neural Networks can be used to solve multiclass 

problems. [14] The model algorithms vary greatly in their implementation and conse-

quently also in requirements, speed and performance. The features of a dataset also 

impact how well a model suits that dataset [15]. It is important to choose the right classi-

fier algorithm early on so that more time can be spent on optimization later.  Several 

papers have compared these algorithms together in different combinations for various 

kinds of classification problems. Naïve Bayes and SVMs are arguably the simplest clas-

sifiers that can be trained very quickly and easily. SVMs, however, usually outperform 

Naïve Bayes, at least in text classification [16][17]. The linear kernel SVM in particular 

fairs well in text classification tasks [18]. SVM also supports the weighting of individual 

training samples, which may help with unbalanced data. Random Forests and GBMs are 

also good performers accuracy-wise, with added versatility and suitability for multiclass 

classification compared to SVMs. Random Forests and GBMs are both ensemble meth-

ods and typically use decision trees as base learners, making them somewhat similar in 

implementation as well as performance. [6][19] Neural Networks and especially Recur-

rent Neural Networks (RNN) are excellent for the classification of unstructured data, such 

as text. However, require much more data and computing resources to train compared 

to the other algorithms. [20][21][22]  

2.1.2 Evaluation and Model selection 

The performance of a machine learning model can be evaluated on several different 

performance metrics. These metrics include accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure 

or F1 score. Figure 1 demonstrates some of the different evaluation metrics for a binary 

classifier – for illustration purposes – and how they relate to each other.  Accuracy is 

arguably the most self-evident metric, meaning the fraction of correct classification out 

of all classifications. Precision is the fraction of correctly classified positive samples out 

of all positive classifications or True Positives divided by the sum of True Positives and 

False Positives. Recall is the fraction of correctly classified positive samples or True 

Positives divided by the sum of True Positives and True Negatives. F1 score is the har-

monic mean between precision and recall, effectively forming a summation of the two 
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metrics. [23] As opposed to simple accuracy, F1 score can also take multiclass class 

distribution into account by using averaging schemes like micro, macro and weighted 

average [24][25]. This is especially useful in this project as the class distribution is highly 

imbalanced.  

 

Figure 1. Illustration of valuation metrics for a binary classifier. (Source: [127]) 

The performance metrics of a model are obtained by testing the model against an eval-

uation set. The simplest way to do this is to split a data set into two parts, a training set 

and an evaluation set. The evaluation set size is generally from 10 to 20 percent of the 

whole set, leaving the rest for training the model. This way, the model performance is 

only based on a small subset of the data and depends heavily on the characteristics of 

that specific subset. Cross-validation or CV splits the data set into multiple, equal-sized 

chunks and loops through them using one chunk as a validation set at a time and the 

rest for training. This gives a better understanding of how the model generalizes for the 

entire set of data. Figure 2 shows an example of a CV setup from scikit-learn documen-

tation. 
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Figure 2. Five-fold cross-validation and hyperparameter tuning with a test-split. 
(Source: scikit-learn [102]) 

Model performance evaluation can be used for model selection. Model selection can 

mean either comparing the performance of different classifier algorithms or hyperparam-

eter tuning. Machine learning algorithms generally have a set of parameters that are set 

prior to training and guide the model generation process. These hyperparameters can 

greatly affect how a model behaves on a given data set. Different algorithms have differ-

ent hyperparameters and how they affect the performance of the resulting model trained 

on different data sets is difficult to predict. The evaluation process can be used to tune 

hyperparameters to optimize the model’s performance on a selected metric. Grid search, 

random search, and Bayesian optimization are among the most used tuning techniques. 

As the name suggests, grid search exhaustively searches a grid of all possible hyperpa-

rameter values and combinations to find the optimal settings. Random search also uses 

a grid, but only searches a selected number of random combinations. Bayesian optimi-

zation treats the model function as a Gaussian process and attempts to find a global 

optimum by iterative sampling. It explores promising hyperparameter combinations up-

dating a probabilistic model, attempting to ultimately locate the function’s optimum. The 

Bayesian model has been shown to obtain better results faster than grid search and 

random search. [26][27]  
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2.1.3 Natural Language Processing 

As the core problem of the machine learning task is based on human-written text, Natural 

language processing or NLP techniques should be used in data preprocessing. The pur-

pose of NLP is to aid computers to understand and manipulate natural language text or 

speech. It comprises several fields of study, including machine translation, speech recog-

nition, natural language text processing, cross‐language information retrieval and artifi-

cial intelligence [28]. In terms of this project, NLP is used to detect language, translate, 

tokenize, normalize and embed tickets’ texts. 

The tickets used in this project are of several different languages. There are a few options 

to handle multilingual data sets. It’s possible to ignore language differences and simply 

create one model to cover all languages. However, this approach increases the model’s 

corpus and consequently the feature space dramatically which slows down the training 

process as well as prediction speed. With multiple languages present in the corpus, the 

model is not able to discern the differences of words that are written the same way or 

words that mean the same thing between different languages. To remedy this, one option 

is to translate all languages into one language first. The translation process adds the 

possibility of translation errors as well as processing overhead. The languages should 

be translated to either the majority language or English to ensure that translation errors 

have minimal effect. The English language is the most commonly used and supported 

best for most NLP tasks [29][30]. 

Another way to handle multiple languages is to create a model per each language. This 

way the number of models increases, but the models learn their respective language’s 

feature space better. The features spaces of each model are also kept lower this way, 

increasing their individual speed. If the languages have much of the same target labels, 

separating the models is limiting their prospective sample size. As with the singular 

model, it is also possible to translate languages across the models, creating more sam-

ples for each language model.  

Regardless of the model language setup, the texts should be cleaned and tokenized. 

Setting all characters to lowercase, removing punctuations and numbers are language-

independent tasks. Stopword removal, tokenization and word normalization, on the other 

hand, require the language to be known and applying lexical analysis accordingly [31].  

Tokenization is a form of lexical analysis that is used to split a given text into smaller 

meaningful pieces or tokens, hence the name. These tokens can be words separated by 

spaces or special characters, combinations of n consecutive words or n-grams, phrases 

or n-length strings of alphanumerical characters or character n-grams. Tokens of one 
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word are called unigrams, two words bi-grams, three words tri-grams and so-on. The 

idea of tokenization is to identify the individual features of a piece of text. These features 

can then be processed further and utilized in machine learning processes. In text classi-

fication, some form of tokenization is necessary so that a machine learning algorithm can 

learn the actual features that make up each piece of text. [32][33] 

Stopwords are words that occur often in sentences and carry little to no meaning in terms 

of what a given text is about [34]. In English, for example, words like ‘the’, ‘an’ and ‘which’ 

are counted as stopwords. Removing these reduces the feature space and may also 

increase model accuracy as it reduces noise in the data [31]. In n-gram representations, 

stopword removal can end up forming more meaningful word combinations. For exam-

ple, a sentence “Ferrari is the fastest” would constitute the following bi-grams: “Ferrari 

is”, “is the” and “the fastest”. Removing the stopwords “is” and “the” would only leave one 

bi-gram “Ferrari fastest”, which is arguably more informative. Stopword removal is typi-

cally done by comparing words in a text to a list of predefined stopwords [35]. After to-

kenizing a text, the tokens that match the stopword list can simply be removed from the 

features. Many libraries exist for Python that have their own stopword lists for many lan-

guages.  

Normalization aims to transform a given word into a base or root form effectively by re-

moving the suffix or inflection. There are two different ways to perform normalization: 

stemming and lemmatization. Stemming works by either augmenting or removing the 

suffix of a word. It doesn’t always produce the basic form of a word, but rather a so-called 

stem. For example, the words “study”, “studying”, “studies”, “studied” are all transformed 

into “studi” after stemming. Lemmatization, on the other hand, always produces the basic 

form of a word. For example, the previous example’s words “study”, “studying”, “studies”, 

“studied” would become the word “study” after being lemmatized. Lemmatization is a 

more complex and computationally demanding task, but also more generalizable. [36] 

There are some Python libraries for stemming and lemmatization. Stemming libraries 

seem to be more common, especially multilingual ones.  

Machine learning algorithms must have a numerical input, so the terms extracted from 

texts have to be transformed into a numerical vector representation. Two popular meth-

ods of term vectorization are Bag-of-Words (BoW) and Word embedding. BoW is the 

simpler one of the two, counting the occurrences of individual terms in a text. BoW can 

incorporate term weighting schemes. The most popular one of these is TF-IDF or Term 

Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency [37]. TF-IDF aims to determine how important 

a term is to a specific document within a collection. TF-IDF assigns each term in a doc-

ument a weight based on term frequency (TF) in the specified document and inverse 
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document frequency (IDF) in all documents in the collection. These weights are inserted 

into a term-document matrix that acts as the output of TF-IDF. The idea behind TF is that 

if a word appears frequently within a document, it most likely is a relevant feature of that 

document. IDF, on the other hand denotes that the more often a particular term occurs 

across different documents in the collection, the less relevant it is to any specific docu-

ment. [38]  

Word embedding transforms a text’s features into a vector space model by representing 

each term as a multi-dimensional vector. The main practical difference of word embed-

ding compared to BoW is that it takes into account each term’s context. The context can 

be the linguistic meaning of a word or phrase or their relative position in the text. [38] 

Words of similar meaning should be situated close to each other in the vector space so 

that ideally, they can be used to form analogies. A common example of these vector 

analogies is the following: vec(king) - vec(man) + vec(woman) = vec(queen), where vec 

denotes a vector function. The contribution of word embedding is that they are able to 

determine if two pieces of text are similar in terms of meaning even though they are 

written using different words. 

Word2Vec, GloVe, and fastText are some of the most established word embedding 

methods. Word2Vec is a collection of shallow Neural Network models that vectorize large 

corpora. It has two primary model architectures for vectorization: Continuous Bag-of-

Words (CBOW) and Skip-gram. CBOW is used to predict the target word based on the 

surrounding context words. Skip-gram does the opposite, predicting the context words 

based on the current word. They are both used to create the term vectors while attempt-

ing to build similar vectors for semantically similar words. [39] CBOW is considered to 

perform slightly worse than skip-gram, especially with smaller data sets, while being con-

siderably faster to train. [40]  

The main difference of GloVe or “Global Vectors for Word Representation” as compared 

to Word2Vec is that it also considers the co-occurrence of terms. The idea is that if some 

terms often appear near each other in the text, they are probably related in context as 

well. GloVe and Word2Vec also differ in implementation in that instead of Neural Net-

works, GloVe based on matrix factorizations. [41]  

FastText is more similar to Word2Vec than GloVe but instead of words, it utilizes char-

acter n-grams. Using sub-word strings of characters has the added benefit of being able 

to generalize to new, previously unseen words. This is because similar words in meaning 

may share certain sub-word strings or characters. Even though fastText uses character 

n-grams under the hood, it outputs vectors for words like Word2Vec and GloVe. These 
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word embedding models can be trained on very large corpora quickly. It is also possible 

to use pre-trained models that have been trained with up to billions of words to vectorize 

new text corpora [42].  

For term-document matrix representations, like produced by TF-IDF, it is possible to per-

form Latent Semantic Analysis or LSA for dimensionality reduction and topic detection. 

The idea is to deduce concepts that are linked with specific terms and documents using 

mathematical techniques such as Singular Value Decomposition or SVD. The result is a 

more condensed matrix, which occupies less memory and can also improve classifica-

tion accuracy. [43] 

Cleaning, tokenization, stop-word removal and normalization can all be performed in 

conjunction to preprocess textual data. However, the vector representation techniques 

are mutually exclusive, which means that, for example, TF-IDF and Word2Vec cannot 

be used for the same preprocessing pipeline. The choice of which method to use and 

also what other preprocessing functions to use with them depends heavily on the context. 

For example, TF-IDF works well for identifying descriptive keywords whereas word em-

beddings can extract information based on a sentence’s structure.  

2.2 The Cloud 

Cloud computing makes it possible to train, serve and manage machine learning models 

and related components on scalable and distributed resources. To successfully admin-

ister this, specific cloud components and resources must be provisioned and configured. 

Cloud services largely follow a microservice architecture, which means that most of their 

components and functionalities are decoupled from each other. Workflows must be es-

tablished so that these components can work together cohesively. This sub-section goes 

through the different cloud components and functionalities that are used to create an 

end-to-end machine learning pipeline in the cloud.    

2.2.1 Model training 

The most obvious benefit of machine learning in the cloud is the fact that model training 

can be very resource-hungry and that the cloud offers practically endless processing 

power on demand. The training is also often a one-time job, and so the resources may 

then be scaled down after to avoid unnecessary costs.  

In terms of storage, model training requires a storage for the data and the outputted 

model. The nature of the data can vary greatly in size, format, and topicality and it should 

affect which type of storage is to be used. All the major cloud providers have versatile 
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options for both small and big data of various different file types. For document classifi-

cation, the data is most likely be in CSV, Parquet, XSL, JSON or some serialized format, 

so a basic general storage is sufficient. Even the most basic storage options in the major 

clouds are usually highly scalable and offer Service-Level Agreements or SLAs of 95% 

or more [44][45].  

The model training requires a cloud compute resource to execute the preprocessing, 

training and evaluation processes in a specified environment. The compute resources, 

also called compute targets are virtual machines (VM) that consist of practically any 

number of virtual CPUs, GPUs, and memory. GPUs and faster CPUs are more expen-

sive but also decrease the training time. GPUs are especially performant when training 

certain Neural Networks like Convolutional Neural Networks [46]. In addition to single-

instance VM nodes, the compute targets can also consist of clusters of nodes. Clusters 

enable models to be trained fully in parallel and they can be set to scale automatically.  

Model training workflow comprises all the different steps of the data handling and training 

and their interactions. Workflows can be packaged into reusable pipelines with discrete 

steps. Oftentimes it is necessary to run a training pipeline multiple times to figure out the 

best parameters and test the model and preprocessing tasks. A training run that results 

in a trained model is often called an experiment. The pipeline can be implemented purely 

manually and programmatically, configuring all the different components separately. 

However, several pipeline solutions exist where the pipelines configuration is stream-

lined with specific pipeline objects. The pipeline experiments can also be stored and 

managed as objects. 

2.2.2 Model deployment 

After training a model, the model needs to be configured for consumption - an API Web 

Service in this case. The machine learning workflow should not only output a machine 

learning model but also preprocessing and other helper scripts along with the environ-

ment or dependencies required for using the model to predict things based on a given 

input. A scoring script that determines how a request and its payload data are handled 

and how the machine learning models are utilized is required. Getting a prediction from 

a model given new data as input is called scoring and the scripts that manage this pro-

cess are called scoring scripts respectively.  

The model, the preprocessing and scoring scripts, libraries and all other dependencies 

need to be packaged into an image. These images can be stored and versioned in con-

tainer registries in the cloud. The name refers to the fact that the images are compiled 

and run as containers. Containers can be viewed as lightweight virtual machines with a 
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predefined operating system (OS) base image. Docker is a popular containerization tool 

and it is typically used for managing single-application containers in the cloud. [47] 

Docker, as well as other types of containers, can be hosted in several types of hosting 

schemes in the cloud. The different schemes also support hosting containers as singular 

instances or clusters. Container clusters require container orchestration for provisioning, 

scheduling, and managing [48]. Popular docker container orchestrators include Kuber-

netes, DC/OS, and Docker Swarm. A cluster can have any number of physical or virtual 

worker nodes with selected compute and memory resources. The clusters can also be 

configured to scale automatically by creating more parallel containers when load in-

creases. For simplified setups, like running single-instance containers, the major cloud 

providers also have their own deployment and hosting strategies. 

In addition to containerization, it is also possible to use a serverless approach for running 

and hosting applications. In a serverless environment, such as Azure’s and Google 

Cloud’s Functions and AWS’ Lambdas, the scripts are executed on on-demand elastic 

resources that can be scaled up and down very efficiently. Despite the name and that 

serverless and container schemes are often pitted against each other, serverless appli-

cations still run on servers and often in containers [49]. The main difference with contain-

erization is that serverless doesn’t have dedicated servers or containers. This means 

that unlike containers, serverless applications are not always running and spinning up a 

new instance or a cold start can add latency [50]. This poses a problem for machine 

learning, as oftentimes the dependencies of an environment can be quite large and thus 

take a long time to load. However, serverless applications can be useful in conjunction 

with containers. They can be used as the outermost layer, connecting to the containers 

behind the scenes while providing additional application logic.  

2.2.3 Model Management and Monitoring 

A machine learning application’s functioning in production is dependent on three different 

variables: application code, training data, and the model. The model is essentially the 

result of the training data and the code that runs the training process. However, some 

machine learning algorithms are nondeterministic, meaning that the resulting model will 

be different after each training run, even if the data and code remain the same [51]. In 

addition, some model parameters may be given separately when triggering a training 

run. Versioning the model with metadata on which code and data versions as well as the 

parameters it was trained on is essential to keep track of all the variables that affect the 

resulting model. Training the models on cloud-based machine learning platform makes 

this easier, as they have tools for automating model versioning. 
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After deployment, the performance of the model and the incoming data should be moni-

tored. Arguably the most important aspect of monitoring a machine learning model is 

detecting and remedying concept drift. The basic idea is to detect when the model is no 

longer able to produce predictions that are accurate because the incoming data differs 

enough from the training data. When this drift occurs, the model should be retrained. 

This requires storing the incoming data and the predictions the model outputs for each 

request. This data can also then be used to calculate and display statistics for the incom-

ing data and predictions. This logic can be included either in the scoring script or in an 

outer layer application’s – such as a serverless Function or Lambda – logic.  

There are a few different basic strategies for attempting to handle concept drift. Instance 

selection works by selecting a group of instances that best describe the current concept. 

The instances essentially form a window of a selected size that determines which in-

stances are eligible for inclusion in the training set. The length of a window can vary in 

terms of instance count or time. As time goes on and more instances become available, 

the window shifts to include newer instances and omit older ones. The selected instances 

within the window are used for training and a group of the latest instances is used for 

training. Instance weighting uses a weighting scheme to assign a weight value to each 

instance to represent how well they pertain to the current concept. For example, using 

time as the weighting scheme, the latest instances can be weighted more heavily than 

older ones. Certain machine learning classifier algorithms, such as SVM support sample 

weighting intrinsically making it easy to implement various weighting schemes for them. 

However, weighting samples too heavily can lead to overfitting. Ensemble classifier or 

ensemble learning employs a voting scheme of multiple classifiers. Some metric, such 

as a performance metric, is tracked for each classifier. If the metric falls below a given 

threshold at some point, it is replaced by a new, freshly trained classifier. [52][53]  

The major cloud providers also have their own extensive toolsets for model monitoring, 

which are also partially automated. They provide various application metrics, logging, 

and even concept drift detection. Azure Machine Learning and Amazon SageMaker use 

statistical means to analyze the training data and compare that to the data received in 

production to achieve drift detection. As the model image versions are also stored in the 

cloud, it is easy to compare a new model with the old one after retraining. [54][55] 

2.3 Lifecycle Management 

Just like any other type of software development, machine learning can also benefit 

greatly from application lifecycle management. Usually, machine learning development 
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efforts start from a single computer and expand to the cloud and to include multiple de-

velopers. A version-control system like Git is essential, even for a one-man development 

operation and it is widely supported by cloud services. The first thing to decide when 

starting a machine learning project is the integrated development environment or IDE. 

JetBrains’ 2018 Python Developer Survey and Science Survey show that IDEs like Py-

Charm, Visual Studio Code (VS Code) and Jupyter Notebook are popular for data sci-

ence purposes. [56][57] The former also indicates that Virtualenv/pipenv, Docker and 

Conda are most often used for Python environment isolation. Using virtual environments 

helps with keeping track of the different packages and their versions, environment vari-

ables and settings required for running a given application. The environments can be 

shared between developers and used to define the environments used in the cloud for 

training and scoring.  

A continuous learning system such as Smart Ticketing requires a particularly high level 

of management after the first production deployment. Automated continuous integration 

and continuous delivery or the CI/CD pipeline is essentially a requirement. Unlike in tra-

ditional application development, the code isn’t the only thing subject to change, but also 

the data. These two both affect the resulting model in different ways. This means that a 

combination of data management, application management, and model management 

should be employed. The previous section 2.3.3 described some of the model manage-

ment details. Like the application code and the models, the data also needs some kind 

of version control. Storing and managing the data in the cloud enables this with minimal 

added complexity. Some of the machine learning cloud services even have dedicated 

object types for machine learning data to make data management easier. The CI/CD 

pipeline, which is generally used to continuously apply changes to production when ap-

plication code changes, should also be able to take changes in the data into account as 

well. 

DevOps is intended to automate and organize the development lifecycle and combine 

software development with IT-operations, as the name implies. DevOps principles cover 

some of the things mentioned in this thesis, like version control, CI/CD and containeriza-

tion, and following its practices is very useful for cloud development as well as machine 

learning. [58] Infrastructure as code or IaC is another process used in DevOps that’s 

useful for machine learning development in a cloud environment. [59] Using IaC it’s pos-

sible to define the resources and architecture in the code that’s also running on or utiliz-

ing those resources. In versioned codebase with a centralized repository, everyone run-

ning the code doesn’t have the separately configure a cloud environment when using 

IaC. The major cloud providers offer various tools for version control, DevOps and CI/CD 
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along with integrations to many of their services. In recent years, the term MLOps has 

been coined to describe a practice of machine learning development and IT-operations. 

It is essentially DevOps for machine learning. [60]  
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3. ARCHITECTURE  

In this section, the solution architecture for the Smart Ticketing service is defined. The 

architecture of the project implements a microservice architecture on the cloud. First, 

existing solution frameworks are looked at and their features and differences explored. 

The existing frameworks can have a wide range of functionalities and use cases, but 

here the examination is limited to implementing a continuous learning system for docu-

ment classification. The approach for the final solution is based on the existing frame-

works. The selected approach for this project is rationalized and explained in depth. This 

includes demonstrating how the different logical and technical components outlined in 

section 2 – Background are placed into a practical architecture.  

3.1 Existing solution frameworks 

This section examines a number of existing frameworks that can be used to create and 

facilitate the processes and workflows described in previous sections. Many solution 

frameworks exist for different platforms and environments. This section and the thesis in 

general focuses on the major cloud platforms: Microsoft Azure, AWS and GCP, and their 

Machine Learning as a Service or MLaaS offerings. This section explores their primary 

machine learning services and 3rd party frameworks available for them. The reason to 

narrow the focus in this way stems from the fact that the three providers have the most 

comprehensive service offerings in general. That means that the development efforts 

can be centralized, so that the different types of storages, compute resources, contain-

ers, APIs, pipelines, experiments, etc., all exist on the same platform. It is not only ben-

eficial for managing the different resources but also for their interoperability. Microsoft, 

Amazon, and Google also all have language translation services, which are required for 

the Smart Ticketing project. Some existing solutions exist for constructing machine learn-

ing pipelines in the cloud with little to no code. This thesis will not explore those options 

as they are intended to be very simple usage with limited capabilities. 

The field of machine learning and cloud computing is advancing and changing rapidly. 

The services described in this section have all been released to the general public within 

the last four to five years. Many articles, blog posts, research papers, and even official 

documentation found online have a high likelihood of being outdated if they have been 

published more than one or two years ago. This thesis was written during the first half of 

2020 and the following represents the state of the platforms and services at that time.  
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3.1.1 Amazon SageMaker 

AWS has several different machine learning services of which Amazon SageMaker is 

the most useful in the context of Smart Ticketing. SageMaker a fully managed, modular 

service that provides the ability to build, train, and deploy machine learning models. It 

was first introduced in late 2017 [61]. Amazon SageMaker is composed of several differ-

ent features that can be combined to form pipelines for preprocessing, model training 

and deployment.  

Amazon SageMaker Ground Truth is used to create a dataset. The main function of 

Ground Truth is data labeling. The labeling is done by a human workforce, which can be 

either private, a selected vendor or Azure’s worldwide network of contractors. Amazon 

SageMaker Processing is used for tasks like preprocessing and model evaluation. Pro-

cessing tasks are run as Processing Jobs on given containers, reading the data from 

and back to AWS’s basic object storage service, Simple Storage Service or S3. S3 is 

composed of buckets that serve as general storage units. Amazon SageMaker Experi-

ments is used to organize, track, compare, and evaluate machine learning experiments. 

Experiments automatically tracks the inputs, parameters, configurations, and results of 

your iterations as trial objects. Trials can be assigned, grouped, and organized into ex-

periments and used for model versioning. It is also possible to tune model hyperparam-

eters in SageMaker using Automatic Model Tuning [62]. Amazon SageMaker Neo is a 

combination of a compiler and a runtime that facilitates optimizing and deploying models 

to virtually any kind of compute target. It supports TensorFlow, Apache MXNet, PyTorch, 

ONNX, and XGBoost models and automatically optimizes them to execute faster and be 

more memory efficient. Amazon SageMaker Model Monitor is an automated tool for mon-

itoring models in production. It can be used to detect concept drift by determining a base-

line dataset from the training data and monitoring if the captured production data starts 

to statistically differ from it. It can be integrated with Amazon CloudWatch to push notifi-

cations along with summary metrics. Model Monitoring and CloudWatch can also be 

used to create dashboards and visualize statistics on a machine learning endpoint. [63] 

Amazon SageMaker Studio is the central hub of SageMaker, unifying all the different 

features needed for ML development. It’s an IDE with full integration into SageMaker, 

based on Jupyter Notebooks. SageMaker, in general, is mostly operated through Jupyter 

Notebooks, with the Notebook servers running on AWS. SageMaker also has several 

other features like Augmented AI, Debugger, Autopilot, Batch Transform, etc., but they 

not critical features in the context of Smart Ticketing. Figure 3 showcases the different 

features of SageMaker and how they fit into the machine learning workflow. [63] 
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Figure 3. Amazon SageMaker and its features. (Source: [128]) 

In addition to machine learning services, AWS has a comprehensive set of developer 

and management tools. These tools allow for setting up workflows and pipelines in many 

different ways. AWS CodePipeline is the primary tool for creating CI/CD pipelines within 

AWS. [64] Figure 4 shows a simplified example of how CodePipeline can be used to 

achieve a CI/CD pipeline. It can be used to combine AWS CodeCommit for source con-

trol, AWS CodeBuild for building and testing, AWS CloudFormation for cloud infrastruc-

ture, AWS CodeDeploy for deployment and Amazon CloudWatch for monitoring. Co-

deCommit hosts Git-based repositories for source code and other input artifacts. It also 

supports sourcing the code from GitHub. CodeBuild is a fully managed, on-demand con-

tinuous integration service that compiles source code, runs tests, and produces software 

packages that are ready for deployment. CloudFormation is AWS’s main IaC tool and is 

used to configure and provision resources in AWS. CodeDeploy automates the deploy-

ment process. It’s used to deploy applications to a variety of compute targets like Ama-

zon EC2, AWS Fargate, AWS Lambda, etc. Amazon EC2 or Elastic Compute Cloud is 

used to provision scalable virtual servers for computing, hosting and storage purposes. 

CloudWatch can be used in conjunction with SageMaker Model Monitoring for monitoring 

a machine learning application and model, as mentioned above.  
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Figure 4. Using AWS CodePipeline for a CI/CD pipeline with deployment to EC2. 
(Source: [129]) 

For automated continuous deployment setup for SageMaker models specifically, AWS 

Machine Learning Blog has laid out a recommended setup that doesn’t use CodePipeline 

[65]. Instead, that solution uses AWS Step Functions – a state machine for coordinating 

the service usage workflow and dividing it into reusable steps, AWS CodeBuild for build-

ing and pushing Docker images to Amazon Elastic Container Registry or ECR, AWS 

Lambdas for configuring and controlling the CodeBuild runs, AWS Systems Manager 

Parameter Store for storing parameters for each step and finally Amazon SNS for notifi-

cations.  

AWS also has a service called Amazon Machine Learning, launched in 2015. It is essen-

tially a simpler and more limited machine learning service compared to SageMaker, 

which will also be replacing it in the future. Thus, Amazon Machine Learning won’t be 

covered in this thesis.    

3.1.2 Azure Machine Learning 

Azure Machine Learning is a cloud-based environment that is used to train, deploy, au-

tomate, manage, and track ML models. It reached general availability in late 2018 [66]. 

Azure Machine Learning used to be called Azure Machine Learning Services and that 

name still occurs in some publications. Also note that Azure Machine Learning Studio is 

a different, more simplified product and will not be covered in this thesis.  
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Like AWS, Azure offers all the necessary components required for an end-to-end ma-

chine learning development cycle. It has a variety of different types of storages, com-

putes and deployment options. Azure Storage accounts serve as Azure’s basic storage 

service and can store objects such as blobs, files, queues, tables, and disks. The central 

element of machine learning in Azure is the Machine Learning Workspace. It serves as 

the top-level machine learning resource that keeps a versioned history of all machine 

learning activities and artifacts, including models, pipelines logs, metrics, and deploy-

ments. Azure also has its own Kubernetes service called Azure Kubernetes Service or 

AKS. AKS simplifies the process of deploying and managing model containers on Ku-

bernetes. Application Insights or App Insights is Azure’s general tool for monitoring. App 

Insights automatically monitors a live application and it can be configured to collect model 

prediction data, web service metadata and custom log traces and export them to a stor-

age account [67]. VS Code is the preferred IDE for Azure Machine Learning. It has sev-

eral extension tools for integrating with various Azure services, which is to be expected 

as they are both products of Microsoft.  

In the context of this work, the most interesting feature in Azure is ML pipelines [68]. ML 

pipelines aim to form an independently executable, modular pipeline comprising all the 

different steps of an end-to-end machine learning workflow. The steps are essentially a 

collection of python scripts, so there’s a high degree of freedom for implementation. After 

building an ML pipeline, it’s published onto Azure as a runnable object. The ML pipelines 

are run and stored within a Machine Learning Workspace. A published ML Pipeline has 

a REST endpoint that can be invoked with new parameters to trigger a retraining run. 

Each run of an ML pipeline is recorded within an Experiment object. Figure 5 illustrates 

the ML pipeline with separate steps for data preparation, training, packaging, validation, 

deployment and monitoring. Unlike AWS, Azure doesn’t have a separate tool or service 

for deployment. In the case of ML pipelines, the deployment can be done by a Python 

script step using the Azure Machine Learning SDK [69].     

 

Figure 5. Azure ML pipeline workflow diagram. (Source: [68]) 

Azure also has a DevOps toolchain service. Azure DevOps offers an on-demand build 

environment for CI/CD pipelines called Azure Pipelines. Azure DevOps also has its own 
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Git source control tool called Azure Repos and integrations with multiple other reposito-

ries such as GitHub and Bitbucket Cloud. Azure DevOps has a number of other features 

such as Boards, Test Plans and Artifacts that can aid in lifecycle management and agile 

development. Azure Pipelines allow for setting up free-form pipelines as YAML files or 

with a GUI for automated building, testing, containerization, deployment, and other tasks. 

They can be run manually and automatically based on several trigger rules such as up-

dates on certain Git branches or tags. Integration with Azure Resource Manager or ARM 

allows for full control of Azure cloud environments, thus enabling IaC. The Pipelines sup-

port virtually any programming language for building applications for any platform. In 

addition to Azure, it is also possible to deploy applications to other cloud platforms like 

AWS and GCP using Azure Pipelines. Pipeline runs are executed on agents that are 

either Microsoft-hosted or self-hosted. Microsoft-hosted agents are fully managed, on-

demand VMs or containers and are used by default without any extra setup needed. 

Different tiers are available for different agent counts and capabilities. [70][71] 

Azure has put the MLOps methodology into practice and has laid out best practices for 

Azure services. MLOps on Azure is essentially the combination of Azure DevOps and 

Azure Machine Learning that’s centered around creating and managing ML pipelines. In 

May of 2019, Microsoft released an open-source example MLOps project in GitHub that 

it’s still actively developing at the time of writing [72]. Figure 6 demonstrates an Azure 

MLOps reference architecture by Microsoft.  
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Figure 6. Azure MLOps reference architecture using Azure DevOps and Azure Ma-
chine Learning. (Source: [124]) 

There are two Azure Pipelines in this architecture. The first one is for testing, creating 

the resources on Azure and building and publishing the ML pipeline. The second one is 

triggered by the ML pipeline registering a new model after which the pipeline is used for 

packaging the model for scoring and deploying it either on Azure Container Instances or 

ACI or AKS. ACI is a serverless, simplified container orchestrator and hosting service, 

well-suited for staging and QA purpose [73]. App Insights is used for monitoring the ACI 

and AKS. 

3.1.3 Google Cloud AI Platform & Kubeflow 

Google Cloud’s main machine learning offering, AI Platform launched in beta in April of 

2019 during Google Cloud Next ’19 conference [74]. Like Amazon SageMaker and Azure 

Machine Learning, its purpose is to combine all required cloud services onto a single 

platform to enable creating and managing an end-to-end machine learning development 

cycle. It has many of the equivalent services and components as the other two previously 

discussed platforms, but in addition to CPU and GPU compute resources, it also has 

TPUs, which is Google’s processing units for TensorFlow [75]. Figure 7 showcases how 
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the CGP AI Platform service offering matches a machine learning development cycle. 

[76] 

 

Figure 7. Machine learning development: the end-to-end cycle on Google Cloud AI 
Platform. (Source: [76]) 

 

GCP has fully embraced MLOps, as has geared many of its services into carrying out 

the related practices. Google’s MLOps differentiates from and expands on the CI/CD 

pipeline concept: Continuous Integration should also test and validate data and not just 

code, Continuous Deployment should focus on model training pipelines and deploy to a 

predictions service and a new property called Continuous Training or CT. [77] CT essen-

tially adds an automated machine learning pipeline for the retraining functionality to a 

CI/CD pipeline.  

AI Platform Pipelines is the central component of GCP’s MLOps concept. The pipelines 

are described as portable and reproducible definitions of machine learning workflows. 

[78] The AI Platform Pipelines are based on two main technologies: Kubeflow Pipelines 

and TensorFlow Extended or TFX. Kubeflow is a machine learning toolkit for Kubernetes, 

as the name implies. Kubeflow Pipelines is a Kubeflow service targeted at building and 

deploying portable, scalable and Docker container-based machine learning workflows 

on Kubernetes. TFX is also used to create end-to-end machine learning pipelines, but it 

is currently limited to TensorFlow models. Due to this limitation, this thesis will focus on 

the Kubeflow, largely omitting the details of TFX. Kubernetes was originally designed 

and developed by Google until made open-source in 2014 [79]. Kubeflow also started as 

a Google project, based on Google’s internal take on TFX, and is now also open-source. 
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Unlike Azure’s Machine Learning and Amazon’s SageMaker, Kubeflow is not restricted 

to a single cloud platform but is also supported on the two competing platforms. [80]  

An AI Platform Pipeline can be orchestrated either by using TFX or the Kubeflow Pipe-

lines SDK for Python. When creating a Kubeflow Pipeline on GCP, four resources are 

required: Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE), Cloud Storage bucket, Compute Engine 

and Container Registry [81]. On the AI Platform, a GKE and a bucket are automatically 

set up for a new Pipeline. Like AKS, GKE is a fully managed Kubernetes service on 

which the Pipeline will be run. Cloud Storage and its Buckets are GCP’s general objects 

storage service and storage units respectively, similar to AWS’s S3 buckets. Kubeflow 

Pipelines’ files are stored in a Cloud Storage bucket.  

Like Amazon SageMaker, AI Platform has an integrated notebook IDE which is based 

on Jupyter. However, AI Platform Notebooks is based on JupyterLab, which is the suc-

cessor of Jupyter Notebook [82]. The Compute Engine is needed for running the note-

book server on GCP. It is also possible to run JupyterLab on a GKE which makes man-

aging Kubeflow running on the same GKE easier. All resources on GCP can be config-

ured using GCP’s IaC tool, Cloud Deployment Manager. Deployment Manager uses 

YAML files to define configurations and a gcloud command-line tool (CLI) for deploy-

ment. [83] The tool can be used on Cloud Shell on CGP or after installing Cloud SDK – 

GCP’s SDK for multiple programming languages, including Python. gcloud is also used 

to authenticate to a Container Registry and Docker CLI is used to push and pull the 

images [84]. GCP has both private and public container registries. 

The Kubeflow Pipeline is split into steps and a Docker container image is created of each 

of the steps. Each step can be programmed with virtually any programming language. 

Kubeflow Pipelines SDK is used to define the orchestration for the containerized steps 

or components and a container registry where the container image is stored. A Kubeflow 

Pipeline can contain nearly any kind of component. For example, a Pipeline’s compo-

nents could include fetching training data, preprocessing, model training, hyperparame-

ter tuning, model serving and monitoring the model. It is also possible to use predefined 

components that connect to GCP’s managed services like BigQuery for data warehouse, 

Dataflow for stream and batch processing, etc. The SDK can analyze the dependencies 

of each component to create a graph that represents the workflow of the pipeline. The 

Pipelines and their components can be stored separately and be reused in other projects 

and pipelines. [85]  

To integrate a Kubeflow Pipeline into a CI/CD pipeline on the GCP, two more services 

are needed: Cloud Source Repositories and Cloud Build. Cloud Source Repositories 
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store the source code of all components, Pipelines as well as any other scripts and set-

tings, acting as a source control service. Cloud Build builds the components, runs tests, 

compiles the Pipelines and pushes the Docker images to the Container registry as well 

as stores the Pipelines’ files in Cloud Storage. [86] 

The architecture of this pipeline is quite similar to Azure’s MLOps setup, where Azure 

DevOps’ Azure Repos hold the ML pipeline scripts among other code, Azure Pipelines 

build and publish the pipeline to be run in an Azure Machine Learning Workspace. Both 

of the pipelines can also be triggered to run separately from the CI/CD pipeline, which 

enables streamlined CT or continuous training. The Kubeflow Pipelines SDK enables 

this in a multitude of ways, such as scheduling and triggering via Kubeflow Pipelines API. 

Figure 8 illustrates an example architecture of a CI/CD/CT pipeline on GCP using Kube-

flow Pipelines. The biggest difference to Azure is that after running an ML pipeline in a 

Workspace in Azure, the model is packaged to be separately deployed and hosted else-

where, like on AKS. In the MLOps architecture in figure 6, the ML pipeline only produces 

a model and another Azure pipeline is required to deploy the model along with the scor-

ing configuration. On GCP and the AI Platform, the Kubeflow Pipeline is already run 

Kubernetes and thus it can be used to serve a model in the same environment right after 

it’s produced one. [86] 
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Figure 8. A high-level overview of CI/CD for ML with Kubeflow pipelines. (Source: 
[86]) 

AI Hub is a Google-hosted repository and platform for sharing and hosting AI and ma-

chine learning related content, such as sample notebooks, Pipelines, and research pub-

lications. It is suitable for enterprise use as well, securely hosting data, Kubeflow pipe-

lines and components, models, containers, etc., which can be shared with specified us-

ers or groups within an organization. AI Hub is a fully integrated part of the AI Platform, 

which means that AI Platform can use AI hub for storing and loading data, pipelines and 

most other kinds of machine learning artifacts. Many readymade Kubeflow Pipeline com-

ponents that use specific GCP services can be found on AI Hub. [87] 
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3.1.4 Databricks & MLflow 

Databricks is the only independent data analytics platform covered in this thesis. It is 

currently available only on AWS and Azure. Databricks is developed by a company of 

the same name, which was founded by the creators of Apache Spark, which the platform 

is also based on [88]. Databricks is focused on facilitating collaboration for cross-func-

tional teams on data science, data analytics, and data engineering tasks. It offers an 

easy-to-use UI for shared development environments and resources that multiple devel-

opers can use and work on simultaneously. The development, data processing, and 

model training tasks are intended to be managed on Databricks, but as Databricks isn’t 

a cloud hosting platform itself, deployment targets exist on either AWS or Azure. Data-

bricks is integrated with many of the AWS and Azure services like SageMaker and Azure 

Machine Learning Workspace as well as their respective storage options. Databricks 

can’t entirely substitute the functionalities of AWS or Azure, but it can supplement them 

and facilitate working on machine learning workflows. How Databricks fits in the cloud 

infrastructure, is illustrated in figure 9 for the AWS and figure 10 for Azure. 

 

Figure 9. Databricks on AWS. (Source: [130]) 
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Figure 10. Azure Databricks. (Source: [131]) 

Workspace is a top-level environment in Databricks, containing and organizing all Data-

bricks project resources, such as notebooks and experiments. A Databricks notebook is 

a web-paged, interactive notebook format that can contain runnable code, visualizations, 

and documentative text. It is similar to Jupyter but is mostly geared towards Spark and 

cloud development. Databricks runs on clusters. A Databricks cluster essentially consti-

tutes a set of compute resources and an environment. a Cluster consists of a specified 

number of platform-dependent workers or compute targets, scaling options, environment 

variables, and other configurations. There are two main types of clusters. All-purpose-

clusters are used to run tasks defined in the notebooks and can be shared between 

developers as well as terminated and restarted at will. Job-clusters are reserved for run-

ning specified, automated jobs and are managed by the Databricks job scheduler. Data-

bricks File System or DBFS is Databricks’ own integrated distributed file system that’s 

available on clusters and implemented as an abstraction of scalable storage services 

like Azure Storage account and S3. It is also possible to mount cloud object storages to 

DBFS for direct usage on Databricks. [89] Databricks has a set of different Runtimes for 

different development purposes that determine which components are available for the 

Databricks cluster. These include Databricks Runtime, Databricks Runtime with Conda, 

Databricks Runtime for Machine Learning, Databricks Runtime for Genomics and Data-

bricks Light. [90] 

For creating a continuous learning system MLflow is the most interesting part of Data-

bricks. MLflow is described as an open-source platform for managing the end-to-end 
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machine learning lifecycle. It is available as a Python package. It has three primary com-

ponents: Tracking, Models and Projects. Tracking is an API and UI for logging parame-

ters, code versions, metrics and artifacts from machine learning runs within experiments 

and visualizing the results. Artifacts can be any output of a run, such as a model, image 

or data matrix. Databricks host a tracking server behind the scenes that takes care of 

the Tracking tasks. Projects are a standardized format of packaged data science project 

code in a directory or a Git repository. Projects contain the dependencies, environment 

specifications and descriptors for how to run the code. Multiple existing Projects can be 

chained to form multi-step workflows. Tracking API can be used to track the Projects’ 

versions and parameters. Models are packaged machine learning models and accom-

panying scripts that have different formats or “flavors” that define what the Model actually 

is and how it can be used. Several flavors exist, such as Python Function, TensorFlow, 

PyTorch, etc. Models provide several tools for deployment depending on the flavors. For 

example, a Python Function flavor can be deployed to any Docker-based REST server 

on the cloud platforms. MLflow’s azureml package can be used in conjunction with the 

Azure Machine Learning SDK to package a Python Function Model into an Azure ML 

container image and then deploy it to ACI or AKS. Using the Tracking API, MLflow auto-

matically associates Models with runs and Projects. [91]  

MLflow Models are stored in an MLflow Model Registry, which was released for general 

availability in October of 2019 [92]. Model Registry is meant to manage the full life-cycle 

of an MLflow Model, keeping tabs of its experiment, run within that experiment, version, 

stage and so on [93]. Model Registry and its API can be used to set up CI/CD workflows 

in a manual and automated manner by using external tools, such as Jenkins [94]. Chain-

ing together Projects to form multi-stage pipelines for training Models and deploying them 

that also run tests and output results via Tracking also makes building CI/CD pipelines 

possible using MLflow on Databricks. In such a use case, it is particularly encouraged to 

also have the development efforts concentrated on the Databricks UI and a shared Work-

space. However, Databricks and MLflow cannot be used to create a full end-to-end ma-

chine learning lifecycle pipeline, akin to MLOps.  

3.2 Solution architecture 

This section describes the solution architecture for the project to create a workflow that 

makes it possible to implement a continuous learning system for document classification. 

One approach is selected from the existing solution frameworks presented in the previ-

ous section 3.1. How the logical and technical components outlined in section 2 – Back-
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ground are fit into the solution is explained. This section also explains some of the deci-

sions made on selecting certain technologies, services, etc., reflecting on the require-

ments and goals of the real-life Smart Ticketing project.  

3.2.1 Platform considerations 

It is possible to implement the continuous learning system for document classification 

and Smart Ticketing service on any of the aforementioned platforms, with the exception 

of Databricks and MLflow. They all have the necessary tools to build a pipeline that’s 

capable of automatically retraining a model and deploying it on the cloud as a scoring 

service. The MLOps principles of GCP and Azure are particularly beneficial in this regard. 

For this project, Azure is selected, mainly because the client was already using Azure. 

GCP also supports the MLOps architecture but it lacks well-established code examples 

and sample projects that Microsoft has for Azure MLOps [72]. Azure Machine Learning 

also predates the Google AI Platform and thus is seen as a bit more mature service. 

At the start of the Smart Ticketing project, there was a desire to support all three cloud 

platforms. Developing a cloud-agnostic solution is highly challenging. Azure, AWS, and 

GCP have their own python SDKs which can start to limit the generality of a solution 

quite early in development. The IDEs, source control services and build and deployment 

pipelines can all be different depending on the cloud platform of choice. The different 

cloud platforms also have their own suites of services and components so setting up the 

infrastructure is a unique experience on each platform. Having a fully cloud-agnostic so-

lution proved to not be reasonable. However, looking at the solution frameworks for each 

platform, there are some components that can be made to work on multiple platforms. 

Especially data processing and machine learning specific code can be generalized if 1st 

party helper services on the selected platform are largely left unused. So only one plat-

form should be selected first and the parts of the implementation that can be made cloud-

agnostic, without significant sacrifices in development time and the quality of the resulting 

product, should be made cloud-agnostic by using generally supported packages and 

services.  

3.2.2 Machine Learning pipeline 

This section describes the machine learning pipeline, which mainly revolves around text 

classification. The pipeline is responsible for producing the model that’s used for gener-

ating predictions after deployment to a cloud endpoint. The pipeline loads a set of raw 

data, preprocessed the data into a training dataset with various NLP-related functions 
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and trains as well as tunes models on that data. The pipeline consists of three main 

modules: preprocessing, training and model.  

Preprocessing module is essentially a pipeline that starts with loading a raw, tabular 

Pandas DataFrame dataset. The data requires at least three columns: id, text1, and 

text2. If the data is used for training, then at least one target column is also needed. 

Additional feature columns can also be present. The target and feature columns are 

simply set to be included in the outputted training dataset, but they are not processed in 

any way.  

A “language” column can also be included, and it will be added if not found in the original, 

raw data. The language of each ticket’s text is detected and translated if it is not part of 

a supported languages set in configuration or it has too few samples (default: less than 

5% of all samples). The next step is to remove invalid rows, or rows that have text with 

fewer characters that defined in configuration or specified required columns are empty. 

After that, the languages for the rows are detected and translated using an external ser-

vice – Microsoft’s Cognitive Services Translator Text API. The language detection and 

translation are done in parallel processes using Dask library [95].  

The next step is to clean each rows’ texts. All text is set to lower-case and punctuations 

marks, extra white spaces, digits, stopwords and words that have less than minimum 

length characters are removed, according to configuration. Stopwords are also lan-

guage-specific and require that the text’s language is known and that a list of stopwords 

for that language is available. NLTK’s stopword corpus is used [96]. The rows’ texts are 

then tokenized and normalized. Each row’s text is split into individual words which are 

then lemmatized, using a language-specific lemmatizer. Lemmatization is used because 

it appears to be beneficial for languages with a high degree of inflection, like Finnish, 

which was the majority language of the tickets [97]. Each language has a model that 

needs to be downloaded for the lemmatization. Different language models can have dif-

ferent licenses and not all models are available for commercial use. Two different NLP 

libraries were used: Stanza (up to March 2020 known as StanfordNLP) and SpaCy. 

[98][99] The lemmatization process is done in parallel for different languages. N-grams 

and character n-grams can finally be added to the tokens if so configured.  

The same preprocessing workflow is also used in scoring, when serving the model. New 

data coming into the production service for prediction has to have exactly the same pre-

processing applied so that it will match the training data. The preprocessing module is 

thus used in the ML pipeline for training as well as packaged into the scoring image. 

Figure 11 illustrates the preprocessing workflow. 
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Figure 11. Preprocessing workflow. 

Training module receives the preprocessed training dataset as a DataFrame, which 

contains the id, text1, and text2 tokens, language, feature columns and target columns 

of each row and ticket. The DataFrame is grouped by language to create a different 

model for each language. Each language group is further grouped by a target column 

that enables multi-label targets as well as target hierarchical. The idea is to create sep-

arate models for each level of a target hierarchy. For example, in an imaginary two-level 

hierarchy where the first target is ‘Assignment group’ and the second ‘Assignee’, one 

model would be created for ‘Assignment group’ and one model for each Assignment 

group. If there are 10 Assignment groups, then the number of models would total at 11 

– One model for predicting the Assignment group and 10 for predicting the Assignee 

under each group. In this project however, the hierarchy feature wasn’t utilized.  

The grouped subsets of the training DataFrame are given to the model creation and 

tuning process. Static model parameters and hyperparameter bounds are given in con-

figuration to guide the process. The models are tuned using Bayesian optimization and 

Stratified K-fold Cross-Validation methods. Stratified K-fold tries to split a dataset into K 

number of splits that contain the same portion of classes. The maximum and minimum 

K are given in the configuration. The script will automatically use fewer splits if some 

classes have less than max K number of instances. Classes that have less than minimum 

K are removed from the training data. Bayesian optimization attempts to find the hy-

perparameter combination within the given bounds that leads to the optimal model based 

on an average F1 score from the cross-validation. When the best hyperparameters are 

found, the model is trained on the entire subset, without additional folds or splits. The 

Stratified K-fold and F1 algorithm are both from scikit-learn [100]. The Bayesian search 

is implemented in a Python package ‘bayesian-optimization’ by a user called ‘fmfn’ on 

GitHub [101]. Training of each model is done in parallel processes using Dask. All the 

models are packaged into a serialized dictionary of model objects that indicate the lan-

guage, prediction target and possible parent target group (if hierarchical target) of each 

model. This way, when serving the model and predicting a class for a new ticket, it is 

possible to determine the correct model to use for each language and target. The pack-

aged models are used for model serving. Figure 12 illustrates the training workflow. 
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Figure 12. Training workflow. 

Model module contains a model class that defines all the functionality of a model. The 

Model is free to be changed to any kind of model that implements the member functions 

__init__, fit and predict. The constructor (__init__) should take in a set of static parame-

ters and a set of hyperparameters for tuning, fit train the base machine learning model 

and predict use the model to return predictions based on new data given as input, using 

the trained model. 

The machine learning base algorithm used in this project was a linear kernel SVM. The 

fit-member function takes the training data, vectorizes it, applies LSA for dimensionality 

reduction, encodes the target labels and uses resulting data to fit the base model. This 

project uses a custom vectorizer, called TF-ICF, which is based on TF-IDF. Unlike IDF, 

ICF or Inverse Class Frequency is class-based, and weighs tokens based on their oc-

currences among different classes rather than documents. LSA is done with an SVD 

algorithm called ‘truncatedSVD’ from scikit-learn. The linear SVM is also an implemen-

tation of scikit-learn called ‘LinearSVC’ as is the label encoder as well. [100] It’s also 

easy to swap out the TF-ICF with a TF-IDF implementation, like the one from scikit-learn. 

The ICF matrix, label encoder and LSA model generated by truncatedSVD are stored 

within the Model object as member variables and used in the prediction-member function 

for new, scoring data.  Figure 13 illustrates how the Model object works.  
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Figure 13. Model Fit and Predict workflows. 

3.2.3 Cloud resources 

Azure is the cloud platform for which the Smart Ticketing service is developed. This 

section names the different resources that are created for the project in Azure. The re-

sources are highlighted in bold. 

Resource Group is Azure’s top-level resource, in which all other resources are located.  

Machine Learning Workspace is the central element of all machine learning tasks in 

Azure. An Azure Machine Learning Workspace requires a Storage account, a Key vault 

and an App insights. They are created automatically if not defined upon creating the 

Workspace. The Workspace also needs a compute target instance for running training 

and other scripts. The instances can be of most types of Azure compute targets. They 

are created, attached to the Workspace and configured with an environment. In this pro-

ject, a managed Azure Machine Learning Compute instance is used. [102]  

A Container Registry is needed for storing container images that are used for scoring 

service. A Microsoft Cognitive Services’ Translator Text API for detecting ticket texts’ 

language and translating them. It is the only resource in a Resource Group that should 

be created manually using the Azure Portal. This is because the API requires a key that’s 

currently only accessible via the Portal. Translator Text resource can, however, reside in 

another Resource Group entirely, separate from all the other resources. Translator Text 

API’s latest and current default version 3 is GDPR compliant [103]. This is very important 

as the tickets can contain any kind of information and there is a high probability that some 

contain personal data. Lastly, an ACI and AKS are required for deployment. They are 
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both configured, and the designated scoring images deployed onto them using the Work-

space. Figure 14 showcases the cloud resources required for the architecture. 

 

Figure 14. Azure cloud resources. 

3.2.4 Deployment and Scoring 

After training the models and creating cloud resources, the models can then be deployed 

for scoring. The machine learning pipeline runs on the Machine Learning Workspace and 

stores and registers a model as the output. The model needs an entry script, an environ-

ment, and other dependencies to be served on a deployment target such as ACI and 

AKS. Like all other machine learning tasks on Azure, building the image and deployment 

is done using the Machine Learning Workspace. Deployment is configured in a Python 

script used the SDK. Following an initial successful deployment, a URL for the service is 

given and an API key can be fetched programmatically. 

As described in section 3.2.2 – Machine Learning pipeline, the models, in this case, are 

serialized dictionaries of custom Model objects. When receiving new ticket data, the data 

needs to be preprocessed by the same preprocessing module as the training data. This 

means that the preprocessing module needs to be added to the image as a dependency. 

After preprocessing, the language and target are known and the correct model for pre-

dicting can be deserialized from the model package. The scoring service also needs an 

environment specified by a Conda or Pip environment specification file. This environment 
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uses most of the same packages as the training pipeline environment, except for pack-

ages strictly limited to the training module. The same environment could be used, but it 

is recommended to only include only the required packages. Environments can be stored 

and reused within the Workspace. [104] 

An entry script on Azure is often named “score.py” and it guides the scoring process from 

loading the models, handling an incoming HTTP request and returning predictions. 

Score.py has a minimum of two functions: init and run. The init function is called once 

after deployment and is used to initialize the web service, as the name suggests. Run is 

executed for every request sent to the web service. [104] 

In this project, in the init function, the models are loaded, the models are checked to 

determine which languages are supported, the language models are downloaded for the 

lemmatizers and a connection the storage account is established. Run is evoked by each 

request to the service endpoint. In the run function, the payload of a request is extracted 

and given to the preprocessing pipeline. After preprocessing the correct language model 

can be used to handle the prediction. The ID of the ticket and the prediction are stored 

in a blob in the storage account. Storing the predictions allow for examining the accuracy 

of the model later when the predicted tickets have been closed by the service desk and 

are fetched for retraining. It is then possible to see if the tickets’ classes have changed 

from prediction to closing.  

3.2.5 Azure Pipelines 

Microsoft’s MLOps sample architecture using Azure Machine Learning and Azure 

DevOps is selected to serve as the reference architecture for the project and it is followed 

quite closely. Azure DevOps’ Repos are used for source code control. Two Azure Pipe-

lines on DevOps are created that take care of the following tasks correspondingly:  

• Create Azure Resource Group, Machine Learning Workspace, Storage account, 

Key vault, Application insights and Container registry, get environment variables 

and install python packages required for the ML pipeline, build and publish ML 

pipeline and run the published ML pipeline 

• Create scoring image, configure ACI and deploy image, perform smoke test and 

configure and deploy to AKS if tests are successful 

The first pipeline uses an ARM template to create the named resources. The creation 

and configuration of all other resources for is done within Python scripts using the Azure 

Machine Learning SDK for Python. This includes the training compute target for the 

Workspace and the configuration and deployment tasks for ACI and AKS. Microsoft’s 
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reference project mostly uses ARM templates for IaC, but they are arguably not very 

human-readable.  

The reference project only has one core multi-stage pipeline that takes care of everything 

from building the ML pipeline and deploying the model. The architecture for this project 

separates the image creation and deployment from the preceding tasks because training 

may take a very long time and a single Azure Pipeline would hold onto a build agent, 

waiting for the ML pipeline run to finish. Indeed, one benefit of the ML pipeline is that it 

can be left to run on a Workspace on its own, without the need to actively monitor its 

execution. In this case, the ML pipeline essentially runs in between the two Azure Pipe-

lines independently. Azure Pipelines’ API is used to trigger the second pipeline from the 

ML pipeline when a new model is registered. The first pipeline is triggered to run from 

code changes to the code base in Azure Repos. 

To create and access resources in Azure, authentication and authorization are required. 

Service Principal or SP can be used to enable this in a programmatic fashion. An SP 

object defines the access policy and permissions of a user or an application within an 

Azure Active Directory or AD tenant. The tenant represents an organization in Azure. 

The SP is composed of an Application ID – sometimes called Client ID – and a Client 

secret. Using it also requires the ID of the tenant – Tenant ID. An SP is given access to 

individual resources through a specified role. Owner or Contributor role is required. As-

signing either of the roles to the SP for the Resource Group cascades to all resources 

within the group. [105][106] 

3.2.6 Azure ML Pipeline 

The ML pipeline contains the machine learning pipeline along with other scripts. The 

following five Python script steps make up the ML pipeline:  

• Fetch and check new data – Data step 

• Preprocess data – Preprocess step 

• Train model and tune hyperparameters – Train step 

• Validate and compare new model with the one currently in production and register 

model if new model is better – Validate step 

• Trigger deployment Azure Pipeline – Trigger step 

Data step extracts the training data using ServiceNow’s Table API that gets the ticket 

data directly, or a specified file stored in a storage used by the Workspace. Before pre-
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processing the new data in the next step, the prediction data logged by the scoring ser-

vice is fetched from the storage account and compared to the closed tickets in the train-

ing data to see how the current production model is performing. The result is used to 

determine whether or not it’s necessary to train a new model. If the model is still perform-

ing well enough, the ML pipeline run is canceled. This check is skipped if the pipeline is 

triggered by a code change or a force promotion of sa new model is configured. If a new 

model is to be trained the raw data is converted into a DataFrame and a tabular Dataset 

object is created and registered based on the DataFrame which is then handed off to the 

next step for preprocessing [107]. 

Preprocess step executes the preprocessing pipeline described in section 3.2.2 – Ma-

chine Learning pipeline. Train step receives the preprocessed data and executes the 

training pipeline also described in section 3.2.2. Train step outputs a new model that’s 

validated in the following Validate step. Validate step compares the performance of the 

new model with the current production model against either a predefined “golden da-

taset” or a sample of the new training data. The idea is to make sure that the training 

process was successful and that the new model is not somehow broken or invalid. If the 

new model is deemed OK, it is registered in the Machine Learning Workspace and the 

next step ensues. The final step of the pipeline, Trigger step, triggers the second Azure 

Pipeline that takes care of deployment. Trigger step uses Azure Pipelines API to trigger 

the Azure Pipeline that builds the scoring image and deploys it. 

The ML pipeline needs an environment specification file to establish the environment in 

which each step can be run. In this case, a Conda file is used and it must include all the 

packages that the entire machine learning pipeline requires. The ML pipeline creates or 

connects to an existing Workspace as well as configures its compute target on which the 

pipeline runs on using the Python SDK. The ML pipeline also needs to configure a Datas-

tore where it keeps all the data it needs, like the dataset used for training. A Dataset 

object is created based on the data produced by the Data step and stored in the Datas-

tore. A registered Dataset object can be used to detect data drift in the scoring endpoint. 

This works by including a reference to the Dataset with a model deployment configuration 

and using Azure Machine Learning’s DataDriftDetector. [107] The Datastore can be 

placed in nearly any of Azure’s storage options and by default, it’s in a Blob storage 

container in the Workspace’s Storage account [108]. 

A published ML pipeline can be set to run on a schedule and in case a specified item in 

the Datastore changes. This enables automated retraining both on a scheduled interval 

as well as upon direct changes to the raw training data dump in the Datastore. The latest 

closed tickets can be fetched from the ticketing service frequently to gauge the current 
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model’s performance. The ML pipeline is published and run in the Workspace, which 

stores Runs and Experiments. A published ML pipeline is stored in a Blob storage and a 

Docker image is built and stored in the Container registry for each step of the pipeline 

when it is run. An ML pipeline Run is recorded within an Experiment that contains a 

collection of Runs. Each pipeline step is run within the context of the pipeline Run. The 

ML pipeline is defined and published in a build script and run in another script. The pipe-

line has multiple PipelineParameters that guide the execution of a published pipeline (i.e. 

an Experiment). The build script defines each PipelineParameter variables and their de-

fault values and the parameters can be changed when triggering the pipeline in another 

script. PipelineData objects are used to relay data between the Python script steps. Fig-

ure 15 showcases the pipeline based architecture for the system used in this project, 

mirroring the MLOps reference architecture by Microsoft. 

 

Figure 15. Azure Pipelines and ML pipeline system architecture. 
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4. SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION 

This section describes in technical detail how the architecture described in the previous 

section is implemented. It is explained how each component of the architecture was cre-

ated, how it works and how it’s connected to other components. The motivations behind 

the inclusion and exclusion of specific technologies, algorithms, and techniques that ha-

ven’t been explained before are explained here. The development process is outlined in 

logical order so that a reader should be able to follow the instructions and key points to 

create a similar workflow themselves. 

The project started with a set of test training data in Excel form. Each row represented a 

ticket in the test environment of ServiceNow and each column an attribute, such as Ticket 

ID, Description, Caller, Closed Date, etc.  

4.1 Development environment configuration 

The very first thing to do when starting any machine learning project for Azure is config-

uring an appropriate development environment. The Azure Machine Learning or azureml 

SDK may not work with the latest Python version. In this project, Python 3.6.2 was used. 

Jupyter Notebook or VS Code are recommended for the IDE. VS Code was used in this 

project as it has several extensions for integrating with Azure services. Either Anaconda 

or Miniconda package manager is recommended for creating the virtual environment. 

The Conda environments can be easily exported to be used when specifying environ-

ments for training and scoring on the cloud. VS Code has to be set to use a virtual envi-

ronment explicitly and the current environment can be seen in the bottom left corner of 

the IDE UI. Anaconda comes with a set of pre-installed packages, whereas Miniconda 

only has the absolutely required packages needed for Python, pip, and Conda. Having 

as bare-bones of a virtual environment as possible is advisable. This is because the 

environments are later replicated in containers in the cloud and only having the essential 

packages, reduces their size and build time. [109] 

Setting up Azure DevOps requires a few steps. First, the code needs to be moved to 

Azure Repos from a local computer. The process for that is the same as setting up any 

remote Git repo. After that the environment variables are set in Azure DevOps. Environ-

ment variables, like SP information, as are configured in Library > Variable groups in 

the Pipelines-section in Azure DevOps. The Service Principal object needs to be cre-

ated on Azure to enable creating and connecting to the Azure resources in an automated, 
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programmatic manner. This has to be done manually using the Azure Portal, in Azure 

Active Directory > App registrations page. The SP can be used to establish a Service 

connection in Azure DevOps. This is done in DevOps’ Project settings > Pipelines > 

Service connections and selecting Azure Resource Manager as the connection type. 

The connection can then be utilized in Azure Pipeline YAML schema with the keyword 

“azureSubscription”, which indeed does not mean an Azure subscription as the name 

would imply.  

4.2 Preprocessing and NLP 

In machine learning, there’s a saying that ‘a model is only as good as the data used to 

train it’. The preprocessing of the data is at least as important as the underlying model 

algorithm and attributes. For unstructured data, such as text, there is a lot of variability 

and noise. In section 2.2.3 – Natural Language Processing, the different NLP techniques 

were discussed and in section 3.2.2 – Machine Learning pipeline it was explained how 

they fit into the pipeline architecture of the system as a whole.  

4.2.1 Language handling 

For this project, there are 12 different supported languages, most of which are Nordic. 

The tickets themselves had even more than 12 languages. If the detected language is 

not in the supported languages or the language comprises less than a configured fraction 

(default 5%) of the total amount of samples (tickets) it is translated into default language, 

English. This is because if some languages don’t have enough samples, they will not 

result in accurate enough models. Different ways of handling the languages were tested, 

including translating all languages to English and not translating anything and creating 

just a single model. However, the approach that yielded slightly best results was one that 

created models for the three majority languages: Finnish, English, and Russian and 

translated everything else to English. Multiple models also have the advantage of being 

able to be trained and scored in parallel. It also reduces the memory requirements as a 

singular model would have to load the entire vocabulary of the dataset into memory when 

being fit. The fourth-largest language after Russian was Lithuanian and it had only 30 

samples. The distribution of the languages in the data is shown in figure 16.  
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Figure 16. Pilot dataset language distribution. 

The preprocessing pipeline uses Azure’s Translator Text API to detect each row’s text’s 

language and translate, if necessary. This and the Service Principal object are the only 

resources that either should or have to be created manually. Translator Text API has a 

unique URL and key that can be obtained from the Azure Portal. The API has a few 

features which needed to be taken into account. For language detection, the max length 

of a text is 10 000 characters so only characters up to that number are included in an 

API request. The API returns one primary prediction and a list of alternative predictions 

as pairs of language code and confidence score. The detection script is set so that if the 

primary prediction is not in the supported languages list and an alternative prediction is 

and has a confidence score above 80% it is selected. For translation, the maximum 

length of a text is 5000. The requests are looped so that each ticket’s text gets fully 

translated. Both detect and translate API calls are scripted to have a retry count of five, 

as the API calls seemed to timeout or lose connection from time to time. [103] 

4.2.2 Normalization and Tokenization 

Cleaning of the texts is quite simple, essentially managed by replacing punctuation 

marks, tabs, line breaks, extra spaces, digits, small words (default less than three char-

acters) and stopwords by spaces. Stopwords are language-specific, but luckily there are 

stopword lists for a multitude of languages. The stopword removal also only happens 

after the not supported and minor languages have been translated, so the just the NLTK 

corpus was enough to cover the stopword lists for this project [96]. The stopword removal 

didn’t add much to the average F1 scores (at most about 1%), but as it does reduce the 
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feature space and thus memory consumption and processing time of later procedures it 

was worth applying.  

Based on literature review, some languages benefit from normalization techniques and 

some don’t [97][36]. Languages with a high degree of inflection, like Finnish, might ben-

efit more from normalization techniques like stemming and lemmatization than others. 

Finnish was the majority language in the pilot dataset, so prioritizing it is well warranted. 

In fact, testing confirmed that lemmatization did increase every model’s performance by 

about 1%, being the most beneficial for the Russian model. It also reduces the feature 

space as different inflections of a word all become the same word. Lemmatization does 

take quite a long time and requires a relatively high degree of effort to implement, how-

ever. The language models need to be downloaded and they are several hundred meg-

abytes of size. The lemmatizer is used as a part of an NLP analyzer pipeline that, de-

pending on the analyzer library used, requires at least a tokenizer and possibly a Part-

Of-Speech or POS tagger processors before the lemmatizer. Stanza’s and SpaCy’s NLP 

toolkits were used for lemmatization for this project [98][99]. The pipeline is initiated for 

each piece of text so the shorter texts like the tickets in this project should be lemmatized 

in batches. This was implemented in a relatively complicated way, where 50-100 tickets’ 

texts at a time would be batched together, delimited by a semicolon and then unbatched 

after lemmatizing. The resulting tokens are put into new columns “text1_tokens” and 

“text2_tokens” as lists of strings. 

The final and optional step in the preprocessing pipeline is adding n-grams or character 

n-gram to the token lists. In theory, combinations of consecutive words could deduce 

additional meaning from pieces of text. However, literature provides conflicting results 

on how n-grams affect text performance of text classifiers [110][111][112]. One constant 

is that single-word tokens or unigrams should always be paired with the n-grams. With n 

exceeding the value of two or three (bi-grams or tri-grams), n-grams and character n-

grams dramatically increase the feature space and add noise which can affect classifi-

cation performance negatively. In testing, neither n-grams nor character n-grams af-

fected the classifier performance in a significant way across the different languages. For 

example, character n-gram improved the F1 measure for the Finnish model, while also 

decreasing it for Russian and English. They did, however, consistently triple or quadruple 

the model training times.   
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4.2.3 Vectorization 

TF-IDF based TF-ICF was chosen as the token vectorization method for this project as 

TF-IDF has been shown to perform very well for text topic categorization purposes, beat-

ing word embedding schemes [6] [113]. For sentimental analysis, word embeddings can 

outperform BoW schemes like TF-IDF [114]. The order and context of words is an im-

portant factor for determining the sentiment of a sentence or a phrase, which a bag-of-

words approach doesn’t consider. BoW is effective for identifying the keywords of a piece 

of text and for this project, this is most useful. The classes of tickets are based on tech-

nical aspects and not sentiment or intent, so technical terms are the keywords that de-

termine a ticket’s class.  

TF-IDF itself doesn’t consider documents’ classes but rather identifies the keywords that 

best describe each document or text. There are several proposed improvements to TF-

IDF for document classification specifically that aim to take documents classes into ac-

count [115] [116]. This motivated the custom TF-ICF algorithm developed for this project. 

For each token in the vocabulary of all tickets, the number of classes it occurs in is 

counted. The ICF value is the additive inverse of the number of classes containing the 

token divided by the total number of classes. The standard IDF algorithm logarithmically 

scales the fraction, but it was found that was this project, the additive inverse (one minus 

the fraction) was better. The ICF matrix creation takes in a few parameters, that deter-

mine the minimum and maximum occurrence count of tokens and well as the maximum 

total count of tokens. Term frequencies (TF) are L2-normalized and sublinear, which 

matches the scikit-learn’s TF-IDF implementation [100]. TF-ICF consistently improved 

the F1 measure for each language model for about 1%. 

The vectorization and dimensionality reduction NLP processes are separated from the 

rest of the preprocessing pipeline and instead, are a part of the Model class. This is 

because they cannot be computed prior to cross-validation, which is part of the training 

pipeline. The SVD LSA model is calculated based on the TF-ICF matrix which needs an 

ICF matrix that’s based on a given training split. The training split changes in CV, which 

means that the ICF and TF-ICF matrices and the LSA model have to be recalculated for 

each split.     

4.3 Machine Learning and Model training 

In this section, the different steps of the model training workflow are described in detail. 

This includes the selection of the machine learning algorithm for the base model as well 
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as model evaluation, validation, and tuning. The pilot dataset and its effect on the archi-

tecture is explored. The process of ending up with the presented workflow pipeline is 

also explained. 

4.3.1 Algorithms 

At first, my supervisor at my workplace advised me to use an Extreme Gradient Boosting 

algorithm called XGBoost for the classification task. I stuck with XGBoost for quite a long 

time, but eventually, after reading several studies that cited of how linear kernel SVM 

faired very well for text classification tasks, even though it’s a relatively simple and fast 

algorithm, I decided to try it out [18][117][118]. 

The SVM classifier is several orders of magnitude faster to train than the XGBoost. Fitting 

an English model for the pilot dataset takes on average less than five seconds for SVM, 

but for XGBoost it takes over 1400 seconds. For a Russian model, the SVM takes less 

than a second and XGBoost around 150 seconds. XGBoost is also significantly less ac-

curate compared to SVM. F1 scores for XGBoost and SVM classifiers differed for 3-5% 

on average for each language model. In addition, XGBoost has several more hyperpa-

rameters to optimize, which means that it will have to go through many more rounds of 

tuning compared to SVM, further slowing the training process. Scikit-learn’s linear SVM 

implementation, LinearSVC, only has two parameters to tune: Tolerance (“tol”) and a 

regularization parameter (“C”). It can also automatically adjust sample weights for imbal-

anced datasets. [100] XGBoost, on the other hand, requires that a weight be given for 

each sample upon fitting. XGBoost is better suited for structured tabular data problems 

and there are other, better options for text classification tasks. 

Recurrent and Convolutional Neural Networks have been proven to be proficient at clas-

sification of unstructured data. An RNN architecture called Long short-term memory or 

LSTM is particularly performant for sequential data, such as human-written text. [114] 

The problem with Neural Networks, in general, is that they require a relatively large da-

taset and take quite long to train [119]. With smaller datasets SVM is expected to beat a 

Neural Network model [117]. The pilot dataset for this project was very small and com-

pute resources on Azure for training and serving were limited, so Neural Networks were 

not even tested in this project. 

4.3.2 Data exploration and Cross-Validation 

The number of classes for the pilot dataset is quite large: 642 individual classes. This a 

particularly large number in proportion to the total amount of samples: 9389 tickets. Class 

distribution is also extremely skewed. The majority class was an empty class, which is 
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considered valid. The empty class constituted about 43% of the entire set of data which 

means that for the other 641 classes, there were only 5387 tickets or samples in total. 

Figure 17 illustrates the class distribution of the project pilot dataset. The class labels are 

arbitrary system-generated IDs. 

 

Figure 17. Pilot dataset class distribution. 9389 samples across 642 classes. 

501 of the classes had less than five samples and 395 of them had just one. These 

classes are obviously too small to be useful for a classifier and for one to be able to 

discern between them and the larger classes. Stratified K-fold CV requires at least k 

number of instances for each class within each language’s dataset. For this project, a 

minimum k of five and a default of 10 were set. The CV process automatically scales the 

number of folds down from 10 if there are classes with instances between 5 and 10. 

Classes with less than 5 instances are removed from the dataset entirely. Figures 18, 19 

and 20 show the class distributions for the Finnish, English and Russian language da-

tasets respectively, after removing classes with less than five instances.  
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Figure 18. Finnish dataset class distribution after class filtering. 4801 tickets per 102 

classes. 

 
Figure 19. English dataset class distribution after class filtering. 2369 samples per 

58 classes. 
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Figure 10. Russian dataset class distribution after class filtering. 1280 samples per 

22 classes. 

4.3.3 Tuning 

The Bayesian optimization scheme is trying to optimize the average F1 score of a single 

round of CV with k folds. It works by creating a Python dictionary that contains the upper 

and lower bound for each hyperparameter and creating a function that takes the optimi-

zable hyperparameters as parameters. That function creates a Model with the parame-

ters and calls a CV function that calculates an F1 score of the Model for each fold. The 

Bayesian library function is given the function that it’s supposed to optimize, the hyperpa-

rameter bounds and is then told to maximize it within a given set of iterations and init 

points. [101]  

After exhausted the init points and iterations, the hyperparameters that yielded the best 

average F1 score are selected and the final model is trained with the entire dataset of the 

language. The downside to this is that now there is no actual measure available for the 

performance of the resulting model. The model trained on the whole dataset is different 

than the ones trained on the CV folds’ splits. It is possible to do a test-train split prior to 

the CV and then evaluate the final model on that, but that takes away from the training 

set and can give a skewed view of the performance that mainly just represents the test 

set. To log a model’s performance, the highest average F1 score is stored within the 

Model object.     

4.4 Azure Pipelines 

The CI/CD processes are managed by Azure Pipelines on Azure DevOps. Azure Pipe-

lines can be configured either by the ‘classic’ way of using the UI or the new way of using 
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YAML templates. The YAML schema offers quite a bit more flexibility and also setting up 

multi-stage pipelines, so it was selected for this project. There are two separate multi-

stage pipelines in this project.  

The first Azure Pipeline takes care of creating the resources required for the Machine 

Learning Workspace – in case they don’t already exist – in the first stage and building, 

publishing and running the ML pipeline in the second stage. The ML pipeline is built and 

published in one build script and run in another. An ARM template is used for specifying 

the resources. A Python script is used to handle the ML pipeline. The first pipeline is 

triggered by code changes pushed to the master branch.   

The second Azure Pipeline is essentially the deploy pipeline. It creates a scoring image 

from the latest model trained and registered in the Workspace, deploys the image to ACI, 

performs tests against the ACI endpoint and finally deploys the image to AKS if the tests 

were successful. The smoke tests for this project simply test that the ACI scoring end-

point returns an actual response for a few basic prediction requests. The idea is to make 

sure that the scoring image works correctly after deployment. All the mentioned opera-

tions are in their own stages and defined in separate Python scripts that make use of the 

azureml SDK, including the creation of the ACI and AKS resources. The deployment 

scripts are discussed later in more detail. The reason to split the Azure Pipelines into two 

is two-fold. The first reason is that this enables for running the ML pipeline and deploy-

ment for new data and updating the model, without the need to create or rebuild anything. 

The second reason is that training can take a long time and this way no process has to 

actively be waiting for its completion. The second pipeline is triggered by the ML pipe-

line’s Trigger step, which utilizes Azure Pipeline’s API.  

Microsoft’s MLOps reference project uses a custom MLOps Docker container with all the 

required dependencies and environment variables that are created at the start of the 

Pipelines and used to run the Python scripts. In this project, the Python packages, vari-

ables, and other dependencies are installed and loaded separately for each stage, using 

the YAML schema’s utilities.  

4.5 Azure ML Pipeline 

The ML pipeline is the centerpiece of the whole architecture. It is where data is gathered, 

preprocessed with all the NLP processed mentioned before, models trained, optimized, 

evaluated, registered and the deployment pipeline is triggered. The pipeline consists of 

Python code that references five separate Python script step scripts. There’s also a lot 

of code that’s used to connect and utilize various Workspace and storage functionalities 
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as well as get and relay the configurations to the pipeline steps. The only practical part 

of an end-to-end machine learning pipeline that’s not done in the ML pipeline is deploy-

ment.  

4.5.1 Configuration 

The ML pipeline build script starts with connecting to the Workspace and configuring and 

attaching a compute to it as well as loading all the necessary variables, such as service 

secrets and pipeline configurations. All the variables are managed by a singleton class 

that loads environment variables and configurations into one object. A RunConfiguration 

object is created that loads dependencies for the training environment from a Conda 

specification YAML file. Environment variables can also be set for the RunConfiguration 

environment, which all the steps in the pipeline can then access in runtime. Docker needs 

to be enabled for the run configuration environment so that the Workspace can create 

the Docker containers for each step of the pipeline using the environment.  

Datastore is configured next. For this project, the Workspace’s default Datastore is used. 

DataReference objects that point to scoring data logged from the scoring service, prede-

fined evaluation data (“golden dataset”) and the data dump, are created. The data dump 

is used as the source of raw training data when loaded directly from a file and not from 

the ticketing service. Indeed, for this project, the integration for fetching the ticket data 

directly from the ticketing service (ServiceNow) was not done. This is because it was not 

a functionality ordered or paid for by the client. For this project, the training data dump is 

simply placed to and fetched from a file in the Blob storage. 

The lsast thing to do before defining the Python script steps is setting up some Pipe-

lineParameter and PipelineData objects. PipelineParameters can be used to give a pub-

lished pipeline different run configurations without the need to rebuild the pipeline. Here, 

the preprocessing and training configurations are set as PipelineParameters along with 

a build ID and a “force_promote” Boolean parameter that indicates whether a new model 

should be deployed without any performance checks or validations. PipelineData can be 

used to take the output of one step and giving it as an input to another step. In other 

words, it acts as an intermediate data reference between the ML pipeline steps. In this 

pipeline, PipelineData objects are used for the training data between Data, Preprocess, 

and Train steps and for the model from Training to Evaluation step.  

4.5.2 Steps 

Data step is the first step of the ML pipeline used in this project. Like mentioned above, 

the functionality of fetching tickets straight from the ticketing service wasn’t implemented. 
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New data is then only fetched from a specified data dump file in the Datastore. The data 

is loaded into a Pandas DataFrame and the closed tickets’ classes are compared to the 

predictions made and logged by the scoring service. The scoring service’s prediction 

data also resides in the Workspace’s Datastore. This is used to gauge the current 

model’s performance and to determine if a new model should be trained. A low accuracy 

score of 50% was set as the default threshold. This check is skipped if the “force_pro-

mote” PipelineParameter is set to True. Python script steps can be allowed to reuse the 

output of the previous run if the configurations and inputs remain the same. It is on by 

default, which can be troublesome for some steps. However, it is useful for this step and 

is left on. The output of Data step is registered as a Dataset for data versioning purposes 

and handed off to Preprocess step as PipelineData. 

Preprocess step takes the raw DataFrame and a set of configurations and preprocesses 

the data in the preprocessing pipeline that’s been described earlier in this thesis. Reuse 

of the output is allowed for Preprocess step. Train step similarly gets the preprocessed 

data as input and trains the model or models according to the training pipeline outlined 

in previous sections. The best CV F1 scores of the models are stored in the Model ob-

jects. The serialized model dictionary, composed of the newly trained models, is the out-

put of the Train step. Reuse is not allowed for this step or the following steps. 

Validate step takes the newly trained models to validate them and register them if they 

pass the validation. The validation consists of checking the models’ F1 scores and check-

ing their performance on a predefined evaluation set. The models’ average F1 score 

needs to be at least 60% and the models must predict the correct class for at least 90% 

of the evaluation data to pass. Unlike discussed in section 3.2.6 – Azure ML Pipeline, 

the new models aren’t compared to the old ones in production. The implementation of 

such functionality was omitted due to project time constraints. Also, the way that the 

model retraining or updating is set up for this project is not strictly based on improving 

the performance of a new model. The retraining or updating is rather based on the cur-

rent model losing accuracy based on feedback from closed tickets in new training data 

dumps. If the new model package passes validation it is then registered to the Azure 

Machine Learning Workspace. If the models do not pass validation, the ML pipeline’s 

Run is canceled from within the step’s script. 

The final step of the ML pipeline, Trigger step, triggers the second Azure Pipeline that 

deploys the model package. It takes the name of the newly registered model and the 

information required to trigger an Azure Pipeline: Azure DevOps organization name, pro-

ject name and a rest token for the Azure Pipelines API. Trigger step is not executed if 

the Validation step cancels the Run. 
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4.5.3 Publishing and Scheduling 

Add the end of the ML pipeline build configuration, the steps are put into a list and the 

ML pipeline object is built using the Workspace and the steps list. The pipeline is then 

validated and published. The published pipeline is then ready to be run. The published 

ML pipeline is run by submitting it to an Experiment. The Experiment can simply be cre-

ated by specifying a name and a Workspace. In this project, the ML pipeline is set to run 

on a change-based schedule. A scheduler is set to poll the data dump file in the Blob 

storage and the ML pipeline is triggered to run if a change is detected. The original intent 

was to also include a time-based schedule, that would fetch new tickets from the ticketing 

service, but this was not implemented. Schedule and ScheduleRecurrence classes from 

the azureml SDK’s pipeline library are used to create time or change-based schedules 

for published ML pipelines [120]. A separate script file riggers the the published pipeline 

after the build script has been run in the first Azure Pipeline. This is so that code and 

configuration changes trigger a run as well, and not just changes in the data dump.  

4.6 Deployment and Scoring 

The scoring image, also called an inference image in Azure documentation, is created 

by utilizing azureml SKD’s image library. Frist an image configuration is defined. It re-

quires an execution script, runtime, Conda file and dependencies. The execution script 

is the entry script (score.py), runtime is Python in this case, the Conda file specifies the 

scoring environment and dependencies contains all other needed files and packages. In 

this project, the dependencies include the Preprocessing and Model modules. Container 

image is then created based on the configuration and it also requires the model that is 

to be deployed. The resulting container image is stored in the Container registry. Building 

the image can take quite a long time, from a few minutes up to an hour or so, largely 

depending on the packages included in the Conda environment. 

The functionality of score.py was briefly discussed in section 3.2.4 of the same name as 

this section. The init-function loads the model package registered in the Workspace and 

sets a new supported languages list based on the models’ languages. The configurations 

for preprocessing and prediction target hierarchies are loaded. A connection to Blob stor-

age within the Workspace’s Storage account is established using a Blob service client. 

JSON schema for the incoming requests is also defined in init. The run-function loads 

the JSON from the HTTP request payload, validates it and creates a DataFrame from it. 

The DataFrame preprocessed after which the correct language is known. The model 

matching the language is selected from the Model package and its predict-function called 
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with the preprocessed data. The resulting prediction is returned in an HTTP response 

and logged to the Blob storage using the Blob service client. 

After creating a container image and storing in in the Container registry, it can then be 

deployed onto ACI and AKS. The resources are created on the first deployment. The 

AciWebservice and AksWebservice objects are created and configured using azureml 

SDK’s webservice library. First, a deployment configuration is defined that determines 

the service endpoint’s attributes. These include provisioned virtual CPU cores, memory, 

scaling and queuing options, App Insights enabling, etc. ACI is simpler as AKS has sev-

eral Kubernetes-specific options available, like autoscaling replicas. The deployment is 

managed by a “deploy_from_image” function, that need a Workspace, name, scoring 

image, deployment configuration object – and for AKS – deployment target.  

Unlike the ACI, an AKS compute target needs to be provisioned explicitly. This is similar 

to the Azure Machine Learning compute target used for the ML pipeline, except with an 

AksCompute provisioning configuration. A provisioning configuration for an AKS com-

pute requires defining the Resource Group, Location and possible Virtual Network or 

VNet and Subnet settings [121]. In this project, the AKS was deployed in a Subnet within 

a VNet to secure the AKS nodes. However, this is not required for the actual architecture 

of the project and thus it is not covered in detail. The service endpoint is still reachable 

from the public internet as the AKS load balancer remains external. The provisioning 

configuration is also used to enable TLS or SSL for the service endpoint, by specifying 

a “leaf domain label” name [122]. It is possible to use one’s own certificate or a certificate 

provisioned by Microsoft like opted for in this project. If TLS/SSL is enabled for AKS, the 

endpoint the service URL starts with “https” and includes the leaf domain label string. 

After provisioning, the AKS compute target is created and attached to the Workspace as 

a deployment compute target.  

The deployment of AKS especially may take a long time and when deploying, the web-

service’s “wait_for_deployment” function should be used to poll and log the progression 

of deployment. After deployment is done, the webservice URL and a corresponding API 

key can be fetched from the AciWebservice or AksWebservice object. The API key must 

be included in every request to the endpoint.  

In the second Azure Pipeline, scoring image is created first, ACI deployment executed 

second, smoke testing done third and AKS deployment executed last. Smoke tests for 

the ACI use the URL and API key to test that the deployed image responds with correct 

predictions to a few basic valid sample requests and with an appropriate error message 
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for invalid requests. If the smoke tests are passed, the scoring image is deployed to AKS 

after which the pipeline is finished, and the Smart Ticketing service is running.   
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5. DISCUSSION 

This section showcases the results of the machine learning model trained on the prepro-

cessed pilot dataset and discusses the main takeaways and points of interest encoun-

tered in the planning and implementation of the Smart Ticketing project. These points 

reflect the contents of sections 3 and 4.  

5.1 Results 

The pilot dataset was challengingly small, skewed and sparse. Different combinations of 

configurations were tested to find the best overall settings for each module and pipeline 

used. XGBoost, SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent), Naïve Bayes and a linear and non-

linear kernel SVM classifiers were tested for this project. The linear SVM had the highest 

accuracy and F1 score and was quick to train and tune, especially compared to XGBoost. 

Three models were trained, one for each language of Finnish, English, and Russian. 

Every other language was translated into English and used in the English model. Figure 

21 shows the best average F1 scores reached by each language’s model with Stratified 

K-fold CV (k=5) and Bayesian optimization. The first value is the number of the tuning 

iteration for the model, second the F1 score, third the regularization parameter C value 

and fourth the tolerance stopping criteria tol. The tuning bounds for C were 0.01-10 and 

for tol 0.0000001-1.0. 

 

Figure 11. Best average F1 scores achieved by the Russian, English and Finnish 
models with Bayesian optimization. 

The average score of all models weighted by their language’s respective sample counts 

was 0.6946 or about 69.5%. Such a low score was to be expected considering the data. 

The English model did fare even surprisingly well whereas the Russian model was quite 

poor. As shown in section 4.3.2 – Data exploration and Cross-Validation, the Russian 
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dataset had by far the lowest number of samples, but it also had the least classes. This 

could be expected to balance the outcome, but it clearly didn’t. This implies that for some 

reason, the Russian texts are harder to classify, having less predictive keywords. The 

optimal C value for each language model is quite similar but tol has some variance.   

As for the scoring service running on AKS, getting a prediction in a response to an HTTP 

request takes about a second. Responding to 100 concurrent requests takes around 30 

seconds.  

5.2 Configurations 

Several different configurations were tested for the Preprocessing, Training and Model 

modules. Here, the best configurations for the modules and pipelines are described. 

For the Preprocessing module or pipeline, perhaps the most important aspect was de-

tecting the language of the tickets. This was handled by Microsoft’s Cognitive Service’s 

Translator Text API V3. Several free language detection and translation APIs exist, but 

many of them are not GDPR-compliant. This is very important in the context of Smart 

Ticketing as the content of the tickets can contain personal information. Without knowing 

the language, it’s not possible to create separate models for different languages nor is it 

possible to lemmatize or remove stopwords. Creating different models for different lan-

guages was also greatly beneficial. Using a single model for all languages is much slower 

than creating separate models. Language models can be individually optimized which 

leads to more accurate models overall. Only the major languages Finnish, English and 

Russian were used to create the models. All other languages were translated into Eng-

lish. The tickets’ texts were cleaned, lemmatized and tokenized. Lemmatization was 

done using Stanza’s and SpaCy’s NLP pipelines that require a language model to be 

downloaded for each language. Lemmatization and stopword removal both offered mi-

nor, but consistent improvements. N-grams and character n-grams, however, did not 

improve model performance, but they are supported by the preprocessing pipeline.  

The training pipeline was configured with the default fold count of 10 and a minimum of 

5. The Bayesian optimization search was set to have 10 init points and 30 iterations. As 

mentioned in the previous section, the hyperparameter bounds for the linear SVM model 

were 0.01-10 for C and 0.0000001-1.0 for tol. Max iterations parameter was set to one 

million to ensure that the algorithm will converge before reaching max iterations limit. 

The Model objects were configured to have a minimum and maximum token occurrence 

of 2 and 0.33 respectively. This means that tokens that occur in less than two samples 
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or in more than 33% of all samples are omitted. Idea is to ignore typos and most common 

words. The maximum count of tokens for the ICF matrix was limited to 50 000.  

The AKS was configured to have 12 GB of RAM and 4 vCPUs, or in other words, a D3 

V2 Azure VM, with an agent count of 3 (default). A production AKS must have at least 

12 vCPUs across agents, which are act as Kubernetes nodes. Autoscaling was enabled 

with a minimum replica count of 3 and a maximum of 5. These represent containers 

running the scoring image. Each container was given 1 vCPU and 4 GB of memory. Max 

request wait had to be increased to 10 000 milliseconds so that the service can handle 

multiple concurrent requests. 

5.3 Azure 

Roughly half of this machine learning product’s code was not strictly machine learning 

code, which is often the case in real-world applications. Operationalizing machine learn-

ing requires much work and infrastructure. The different cloud platforms offer different 

kinds of solutions, which are all rapidly evolving as well, and different machine learning 

technologies make for different kinds of workflows so there’s a lot of reinventing the 

wheel going on. MLOps is a decent step toward standardizing the way machine learning 

is operationalized. Azure’s and GCP’s MLOps reference architectures reflect a similar 

ideology, with a machine learning pipeline that’s separated from other operations as its 

own independently runnable logical object.  

Azure was used in this project to implement the Smart ticketing service. Azure DevOps 

and Azure Machine Learning are a very useful service offering combo for most types of 

machine learning-based webservice development and deployment. Azure also has many 

other very useful services for this kind of project, such as Cognitive services and AKS. 

The issue mainly becomes how to string these microservices together to form cohesive 

architectures. Microsoft’s Azure MLOps architecture attempts to tie a number of these 

microservices together to form a reusable pipeline system for machine learning develop-

ment and deployment efforts. ML pipeline is the core of that architecture. The idea of ML 

pipeline is to package the machine learning part of a fully automated pipeline as its own, 

independently runnable object. This enables a machine learning model to be automati-

cally retrained based on changes in data and not just changes in code. GCP’s CI/CD/CT 

terminology describes this quite well, where CT or Continuous Training extends the tra-

ditional Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment pipeline.  
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Some concepts and technicalities of Azure can be hard to understand. Service Principal 

and Azure’s role-based access control are quite hard to fully grasp. An SP object is cre-

ated under App Registration and identified by a name and an Application or App ID, also 

known as Client ID. All of these names are used interchangeably in various documenta-

tions. The SP also requires a Tenant ID, and it is far from self-evident what that actually 

is and where one can find the correct ID. Only while writing this thesis did I figure out that 

a Tenant represents an organization in Azure and a Tenant can have multiple Subscrip-

tions. The Subscriptions can have different limitations for available services and re-

sources, which can sometimes cause trouble.  

Some Azure documentation is also wrong or misleading. For example, in the MLOps 

reference architecture image, there is a “Model Artifact Trigger” that seems to trigger a 

second Azure Pipelines for deployment [124]. Such a trigger doesn’t exist for Azure Pipe-

lines, nor is there actually a second pipeline in the implementation of the architecture 

[125]. In Azure Machine Learning Workspace documentation, it is stated that creating a 

Workspace would also automatically create a Container registry, which doesn’t actually 

happen [126]. To add to the naming confusion, an Azure Machine Learning Workspace 

is just called “Machine Learning” on the Azure Portal. In short, getting familiar with Azure 

is recommended before starting to build a machine learning service like Smart Ticketing 

on it. 

There are a few ways to create and configure resources in Azure. In this project, the 

Azure’s own ARM templates and the azureml SDK were used to accomplish such tasks. 

Terraform is a multi-cloud IaC tool that can be used to fully manage cloud architectures 

on all the major cloud platforms [123]. I personally wasn’t aware of Terraform at the start 

of the project but have since gotten to know and use it. I would recommend it for IaC for 

any project with a multi-cloud scope. 

The Smart Ticketing solution is intended to be expanded to other cloud platforms besides 

Azure. This is a very challenging proposition for the reasons that have been covered in 

this thesis. Practically mostly only the machine learning-related pipelines and modules, 

like the Preprocessing, Training and Model modules can be made cloud-agnostic. In 

addition, integration with a ticketing service can also be programmed in a way that works 

on any cloud.   

5.4 Continuous learning 

The key issue of this thesis was enabling continuous learning for a machine learning 

service. The objective of continuous learning is to avoid model or concept drift. Put 
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simply, concept drift means that new data changes from the old used for training. This, 

in turn, causes the model’s prediction performance to degrade. At such a point, the model 

must be retrained with the new data. 

In the context of Smart Ticketing, it is presumed that concept drift occurs at the interval 

of weeks or few months and so retraining should occur at a corresponding rate. The 

biggest changes are the addition of new and the removal of existing ticket categories. 

The service will not implicitly know when these changed occur. However, it is possible to 

automatically fetch data from a ticketing service. It is generally also possible for the ser-

vice desk end-users to correct the tickets’ categories in case they are erroneously pre-

dicted. This makes it possible for Smart Ticketing to determine if the tickets have been 

closed with different categories than originally predicted and if the categories are new. 

This enables the system to monitor its own performance and determine when it’s time to 

retrain itself. For example, the last 100 closed tickets could be fetched daily and if the 

stored predictions for those tickets match less than a given threshold, retraining would 

be triggered.  

This reactive approach used Azure Machine Learning’s ML pipeline that’s scheduled to 

run at specific intervals. The first step of the pipeline fetches new data from the ticketing 

service and prediction data from Blob storage. The ML pipeline is either continued or 

canceled based on the result of the comparison. Regrettably, the functionality for fetching 

the data from the ticketing service was not implemented for this project due to time and 

budgetary constraints. The new data is simply sent to the Blob storage manually by a 

service desk superuser. The ML pipeline is also scheduled to run based on changes to 

the training dump file, so the rest of the functionality still remains the same.  
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6. CONCLUSION 

This thesis was meant to provide an answer to the question of: “How to create a contin-

uous learning system for document classification”. It did so by inspecting the elements 

of machine learning and NLP that can be used to create text classifier system for text-

based documents, cloud platforms and services they offer for machine learning develop-

ment and deployment, as well as management of machine learning applications. The 

different techniques and technologies were examined in three different main sections 

and levels of abstraction: Background, Architecture, and Implementation.  

Background focused on introducing the core concepts and theory. It presented the core 

logical components required for the project and the concepts behind them. These in-

cluded machine learning classification algorithms, model selection and evaluation, NLP, 

machine learning resources and processes in the cloud as well as lifecycle management 

of machine learning applications. A number of options for each component were exam-

ined and their theories visited. Architecture first presented existing solution frameworks 

that could be used to create the intended system architecture. The examination was 

limited to the solutions available on the three major cloud platforms: Microsoft Azure, 

Amazon Web Services and Google Cloud Platform. Azure was selected for this project 

and it was showcased how its services would be used to realize the continuous learning 

system for document classification, leaning on Microsoft’s MLOps practices and refer-

ences. Implementation outlined the process of implementing the architecture presented 

in the preceding section. The section aimed to give the reader a step-by-step look into 

the development process of a machine learning-based webservice, such as Smart Tick-

eting.  

The end result was a system based on pipeline automation that uses two CI/CD pipelines 

in conjunction with a machine learning-specific Azure ML pipeline. The CI/CD pipelines 

were implemented as Azure Pipelines in Azure DevOps. The first (CI) Azure Pipeline is 

triggered by code changes and builds and publishes the ML pipeline. The ML pipeline 

encapsulates the machine learning processes in an object that is tracked and run within 

an Azure Machine Learning Workspace. The ML pipeline was set to run on a schedule 

that checks the performance of the current model and trains a new model if the current 

model’s performance is below a certain threshold. The second (CD) Azure Pipeline is 

triggered by the ML pipeline when there’s a new model to be deployed. The pipeline 

creates a scoring image containing the model, entry script and other dependencies and 

deploys the service to ACI, tests the endpoint and finally deploys to AKS for production. 
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